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Abstract

We continue the model independent study of the Polyakov action on an arbitrary
compact surface without boundary of genus larger than 2 as the general solution of the
relevant conformai Ward identity. A general formula for the Polyakov action and an explicit
calculation of the energy-momentum tensor density is provided. The general geometric
setting of the construction is described in detail. It is shown that the Polyakov action
defines a distribution of finite dimensional directions in the holomorphic tangent bundle
of the manifold of Beltrami differentials. It is further argued that motions parallel to such
distribution correspond to Polyakov's SL(2,C) symmetry transformations. Owing to the
existence of renormalization ambiguities on a topologically non-trivial surface, the energy-
momentum tensor needs not be invariant under the full SL(2, C) symmetry. The residual
SL(2,C) symmetry is characterized geometrically.
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1. Introduction.

Since the mid-eighties, a large body of theoretical and mathematical literature has

been devoted to the study of two-dimensional conformai field theories on Riemann surfaces

without boundary [l]-[2]. These models are relevant in string theory and in the analysis of

2-dimensional statistical system obeying certain periodic boundary conditions at criticality.

In more recent times, the dependence on the background geometry has been exploited to

obtain effective actions for two-dimensional quantum gravity. This has led to exciting

developments in non-critical string theory [3]-[4] and may conceivably shed some light on

the quantization programme of higher dimensional gravity.

Most of the studies on the subject are concerned with Lagrangian field theories on

a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold (E, g) which are both Weyl and diffeomorphism

invariant at the classical level [S]-[7]. The quantization program is carried out by means

of a diffeomorphism invariant renormalization scheme, typically the ( function scheme. In

general, however, a Weyl anomaly is produced in this way. Let us see this in greater detail.

Parametrize the metric g as usual as

g = exp(<l>)po\dz + ftdzf (1.1)

[8J-[IO]. Here, z, S are the coordinates of a reference holomorphic coordinate covering. <f>

is the Weyl phase, ft is the Beltrami differential characterizing the conformai class of g. pu

is a backgrond metric and is needed to write g invariantly. The infinitesimal action of the

Weyl and diffeomorphism symmetry on the above fields is given by the nilpotent Slavnov

operator a and is expressed in terms of the respective ghost fields F and c:

a<t> = F + (cd + c8)<f> + (V0 + ji8)c + (V0 + pd)c,

aft = (5 -pd + [OfI))C1 C = c + fic,

aF = (cd+cd)F,

sc = (cd + cd)c,

(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.5)

where Vo is the covariant derivative asociated to the Riemann-Christoffel-Ricci-Levi Civita

connection 70 of po

The background po itself is invariant:
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1 The diffeomorphism invariant effective action Tp is a functional of the metric g and thus,

b by (1.1), of the fields <p, ft, /2 and the background po> It obeys the Ward identity

>,(i,(i\po), (1.8)

w where

^ - (5 - *d - (a?)) ̂ ] } (1.9)

[5]-[7]. Here, a Weyl anomaly appears whose strength is measured by a real coefficient k.

The form of such anomaly is universal. With a conventional normalization, Jb coincides

with the central charge of the model under consideration. The Weyl anomaly can be

eliminated by either t) constraining the field content of the model so that the total central

charge vanishes, as in the case of string theory [5], or it) subtracting from the effective

action a suitable local counterterm that absorbs the Weyl anomaly at the cost of creating

a difFeomorphism anomaly [H]. The form of such counterterm is also universal. Up to a

factor k, the counterterm is given by

, fiy jl; Po, no) = A1T(^n1JiIp01TIo) + AsT(<f>,ti,ji;po,Ko), (1.10a)

where

) ^ ( ^ \ y (1.106)

= — J *fl Z

and ro is the projective connection

= 07o - \i«2.

Ho is a holomorphic projective connection in the conformai structure of the reference

coordinate covering z, z and satisfies

'*o = 0. (1.11)



"Ri) ensures the correct conformai covariance of the integrand the right hand side of eq.

(1.10c). The Weyl invariant effective action Tw is obtained by adding the counterterm to

TD [H]:

rir(M,P;Wo.*o) = TD(<f>, /i, Mi Po) + kAT(<t>, ̂ Kp01U0). (1.12)

Fn depends on the fields p., p. and the background U0 and K0. Crucially, Weyl invariance

ensures that no dependence on p0 occurs. Tw obeys the Ward identity

where

A(C;r,n0) = ^

(1.13)

(1.14)

[12]-[13]. The Weyl anomaly has been traded for a diffeomorphism anomaly whose strength

is again measured by the central charge k. The salient feature of the diffeomorphism

anomaly is that it is chirally split: it is the sum of two contributions each of wich depends

on only one of the pairs (C, p.) and (C, p.). This fact is intimately related to the holomorphic

factorization property of Tw which reads

Tw(fi, /i; H0, fto ) = Tp(n; U0 ) + TP(p.; (1.15)

[14]-[15]. The functional Fp is called the Polyakov action of the model under consideration

[16]. This is a most fundamental object. It depends holomorphically on the Beltrami

differential p. and the background Ho and satisfies the chiral conformai Ward identity

(1.16)

Combinations of Polyakov actions can be used to construct explicitly chiral conformai field

theories. Last, but not least, any Polyakov action may serve as a "classical" action for 2-D

quantum gravity in the so called light cone gauge [16]-[20]. Such action being non-local,

the quantization programme is highly non-trivial.

The independence of Tp(p,\Tlo) from <f> and po entails that such functional depends

only on the background conformai geometry parametrized by the Beltrami differential p..

This suggests that a natural scheme for the study of 2-dimensional conformai field theory

on Riemann surfaces should rely ab initio and exclusively on conformai geometry [21]-[22].

It would also be preferable if such a scheme were non-Lagrangian in nature, in order to

allow for a wider range of applications and not bias our understanding of the subject. For

such reasons, I shall adopt a somewhat axiomatic point of view and postulate a few general
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properties of Tp [/u, H0] which have been shown in a number of examples but are expected

to hold in general. Then, I shall try to prove general theorems by relying exclusively on

those properties. In practice, this amounts to find the most general solution of the Ward

identity (1.16) that depends holomorphically on /*.

It can be shown in the framework of renormalized field theory based on localty and

power counting that, in the infinite plane, the conformai Ward identity (1.16) has a unique

solution [23]-[24]. This has been found by Polyakov in ref. [16] eq. (5). The generalization

of Polyakov's formula to a compact Riemann surface without boundary has been worked

out in réf.. [25] (see also [26]). In this case, however, the solution is non-unique since

it is defined up to addition of an arbitrary local holomorphic function on a non-trivial

Teichmueller space.

In this paper, I shall continue the study of the Polyakov action on a compact Rie-

mann surface without boundary begun in ref. [25]. Here, I have found an alternative but

equivalent expression of the Polyakov action which is more suitable for the study of its

formal properties. I have also reached a better understanding of the geometrical structure

lying beneath the whole construction. The expression provided involves polydromic differ-

entials, on which the action of the diffeomorphism group, depending on lifting choices, is

not unique. Yet, as will be shown, there is one choice of the lifting that is most natural and

will hence be employed throughout. Assuming this definition, the general expression of the

Polyakov action and of the corresponding energy-momentum tensor can be worked out in

a completely model independent way by relying exclusively on the information provided by

the conformai Ward identity. The energy-momentum tensor, in turn, yields a projective

connection %p{fi) at any point /i of the Beltrami manifold, hence a holomorphic section

of the Schwarz manifold of all projective structures. The third order differential operator

d3 + 2%p(n)d + (dKp(n)) associated to Hp(fi) acts on the holomorphic tangent space

of the Beltrami manifold at ju. Ite zero modes form a finite dimensional subspace Hp(n)

of the tangent space. By varying /t, one obtains a distribution Hp of subspaces in the

holomorphic tangent bundle of the Beltrami manifold. The active form of the SL(2, C)

symmetry discovered by Polyakov in [16] corresponds to transformations associating to a

given Beltrami differential fi a nearby Beltrami differential y! connected to /x by a path

parallel to JJp. In this way, one can attach at a. f i i SL(2, C) loop algebra, whose gener-

ators can be written down explicitly. As it turns out, the conformai Ward identity in itself

does not garantee that the energy-momentum tensor is invariant under all SL(2,C) trans-

formations on a compact surface without boundary, unlike what happens for the planar



topology. I shall show that this can be explained by the existence of renormalization am-

biguities in the former case (the Ward identity is compatible with many renormalizations)

and characterize the residual SL(2, C) symmetry.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In sect. 2,1 shall review the basic definitions and

results of conformai geometry which will be used throughout. Part of these notions are

already known to the scholars working in the field and have been recalled for the purpose

of setting the notation and for later reference. I have concentrated in particular on the

study of the action of the diffeomorphism group on the relevant geometrical objects. The

Beltrami parametrization of the family of conformai structures on a surface and holomor-

phic differentials are introduced. Monodromy is studied in some detail. In sect. 3, the

structure of Beltrami space as a holomorphic principal DiIFc(S) bundle over Teichmueller

space is described and, in this context, the Slavnov operator is introduced. In sect. 4,

I shall review the relationship between conformai and projective geometry and introduce

the basic notions concerning the SL(2, C) symmetry. In sect. 5, the general formula of the

Polyakov action is given and shown to solve the conformai Ward identity (1.16) and the

calculation of the energy-momentum tensor is expounded. Finally, in sect. 6, I shall re-

view the basic formal properties of the Polyakov action, show how the SL(2, C) symmetry

emerges in this context and review the the problems that are still open.

2. Higher genus surfaces, diffeomorphisms and conformai geometry.

Let I! be a connected compact difFerentiable surface without boundary of genus g. In

what follows, it is assumed throughout that g > 2. E will be the base manifold for the

fields appearing in the problem.

Let Diff(E) be the group of all orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of E endowed

with the C°° topology [27]. Diff(E) is an infinite dimensional Lie group. Its Lie algebra

Lie Diff(E) is antiisomorphic to the Lie algebra Vect(E) of smooth vector fields on E

equipped with the standard Poisson brackets [8]. Let Diffc(E) be the connected component

of ids in DifF(E). Diffc(E) is an infinite dimensional normal Lie subgroup of DiTT(E). The

quotient group Map(E) = Diff(£)/Diffc(E) is the so-called mapping class group.

Let a be a reference conformai structure, i.e. a maximal atlas of local coordinates

with holomorphic coordinate changes. I shall denote a generic coordinate of a by z. When

several coordinates of a are envisaged, I shall attach early lower case Latin subscripts a, 6,

c . . . to distinguish between them. AU relations of this paper will be written in terms of

the coordinate of a, unless otherwise stated.
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Let / be an a-holomorphic line bundle on E such that I®2 = k, where k is the a-

holomorphic cotangent line bundle of E. There are 22fl line bundles I with those properties.

One may fix / by demanding that the divisor class of ( equals the Riemann divisor class of

a with respect to the standard marking of E [28]. However, the results of this section do

not require such normalization.

Let O be a non-empty open subset of E and p, q halfinteger numbers. A conformai

field V» of weights p, q on O is a smooth section of i®2' ® f®2» on O. Let C * ( 0 ) be the

set of all such fields. Cp'q(O) is clearly an infinite dimensional complex vector space.

A Beltrami differential y. on S is an element of C -1^(H) satisfying the boundedness

condition sups |/*| < 1. Note that such condition is indeed coordinate independent, since

|p| belongs to C°'°(E). Let Beltr(E) denote the set of all Beltrami differentials on E. The

complex vector space C -1>1(S) of all conformai fields V of weights - 1 , 1 on E endowed

with the norm ||V>|| = supE \i>\ is a complex normed space B(E). Beltr(E) is simply the

unit ball {ij> : ij> e B(E), ||V>!| < 1}- In this way, Beltr(E) becomes a complex analytic

manifold modelled on B(E). As such, Beltr(S) is topologically contractible and infinite

dimensional and has a natural conformai structure b with a globally defined coordinate:

the injection of Beltr(E) into B(E).

There is a natural holomorphic right action R of Diff(E) on Beltr(S). This is given

by

( ]

for fi in Beltr(E) and / in Diff(E), where Ô = dz, and manifestly satisfies

= 0. (2.2)

The naturality of the action R will become clear in a moment. For the details of the proof

of these statements, see ref. [81.

To any Beltrami differential /t in Beltr(S), there is associated a conformai structure

A(̂ x) on E. I shall denote a generic coordinate of A(/i) by Z. Whenever several coordi-

nates of A(/x) are considered, I shall attach lower case late Latin subscripts u, v, w ... to

distinguish between them. Any coordinate Z of A(/u) is a local solution of the Beltrami

equation

(8 - nd)Z = 0 (2.3)

obeying the local invtrtibilty condition

OZdZ - ÔZBZ > 0, (2.4)

6



Conversely, Â(p) determines fi through the local relation

H = BZ/dZ, (2.5)

where Z is a generic coordinate of A(/i). This shows that there is a canonical one-to-one

correspondence between the set Beltr(E) of all Beltrami differentials and the family of all

conformai structures on E. Hence, the former set provides a parametrization of the latter.

In such parametrization, the following useful identities hold:

dZ = 8Z(dz + pdz),

1 -z-AB-^d).

(2.6)

(2.7)

In particular, A(O) = a: the reference conformai structure corresponds to the vanishing

Beltrami differential. For the proof of these statements and relations, see again ref. [8].

If the Beltrami differential fi is varied, a generic coordinate Z of A(^) can be thought of

as a function of fi. Thus, I shall write Z(p) to emphasize this dependence. It is remarkable

that for any n in Beltr(E) there is a coordinate covering C(p) contained in A(p) whose

generic coordinate Z(p) has the following properties. Z(fi) is a function of ft denned for

all /t's in Beltr(E), it has, as a coordinate of E, a domain independent from fi and it is

holomorphic in /x:

At fi — 0, the coordinate £(/*) reduces to a coordinate of a:

Z{0)» = ze(u). (2.9)

Finally, the dependence of Z(p) on ft is compatible with the action R of Diff(E) on Beltr(S)

in the following sense. For any coordinate Z(p)M of C(fi) and any diffeomorphism / of

Diff(E), there is a coordinate Z{fi)/(tt) of C(/i) such that

= *(**)/(.) of (2.10)

identically in /* in Beltr(S). When studying the /^-dependence of any geometrical structure

on S, I shall always tacitly assume, unless otherwise stated, that the coordinates of the

covering C(p) are employed.

Proof. Consider a universal covering it : V —• E of S, where U is the upper open

halfplane of C. It is possible to choose n so that the lift to U by ir of the reference
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conformai structure a of S is the natural conformai structure of U as subsurface of C.

Lift also Beltr(E) to U by it. From the theory of quasiconformal mappings [27], it is

known that, for any ft in Beltr(E), there is a diffeomorphism Q(ft) of C U {00} onto itself

holomorphic in the lower complex halfplane, fixing 0, 1 and 00 and satisfying

(8-Hd)Q(It)=O on U, (2.11a)

= 0. (2.116)
VfI.

Re
Recall that n\O is a diffeomorphism for small enough open subsets O ol U. Set

Z(fi)u = Fu(ft) O Q(H) ° ("1IOU)"1 , (2.12a)

where Ftt(fi) is any biholomorphic map of Q(ft)(U) onto soms open possibly ^-dependent

domain of C such that

— ^ = 0. (2.126)

From here, it is straightforward to check that Z(/t)u satisfies (2.8) and (2.9). For any

diffeomorphism / of Diff(E), set

Z(It))'(«) = Z{Rf(H))u o f-1. (2.13)

From (2.1), it can be readily checked that Z(ft)f^n) satisfies the Beltrami equation (2.3)

and (2.4), has a domain independent from ft and satisfies (2.8)~(2.9), that is Z(^)/(u) is

a coordinate of A(/i) with the required properties. The relation (2.10) then is a trivial

consequence of the definition of Z(ft)/(u)- QED

For any ft in Beltr(E), let L(ft) be an A(/j)-holomorphic line bundle on £ such that

L((t)®2 = K(ft), where K(ft) is the A(/i)-holomorphic cotangent line bundle on S. The

property of A(/*)-holomorphy is equivalent to the fact that the transition functions of L(ft)

satisfy the Beltrami equation

(8 - ftd)L(n) - 0. (2-14)

L(ft) is not unique but it can be fixed uniquely by demanding that

with the initial condition

L(0)nv = /«(„>*<„) (2.16)

8



(cfr. eq. (2.9)). The dependence of L(ft) on ft is compatible with the action R of Diff(E)

on Beltr(S), namely

L{Rf{n)) = e ( / ) /*L( / i ) , (f*L(fi))uv = L(/tt)/(u)/(v) o / (2.17)

for any ft in Beltr(S) and any / in Diff(E), where e( / ) is a Zj-valued 1-cocycle on E

depending on the class of / in Map(E). / -* t(f) is a homomorphism of Map(S) into the

group /Z1 (E, Z2) .

Proof. Since dl<t Zb is nowhere vanishing and a-holomorphic, there is a smooth square

root (d;.Zfc)i with the same properties. Similarly, since Ôz^)uZ(ft)v is nowhere vanishing,

satisfies the Beltrami equation and depends holomorphically on ft, by (2.3) and (2.8), there

is a smooth square root {dz(ii)aZ(n)v)$ with the same properties. It can also be assumed

that (#2(o)u^(0)«)5 = (^e(u)*e(«/))'i 8 e e - e<l* (2.9). Now, one has the representation

lab =

Then,

(2.18)

(2.19)

is easily shown to be a line bundle satisfying (2.14)-(2.16). Since dz(v)uZ{u)v\

= dZMnu)ZMf(v) ° f fey (2-1O)- (2-!9) implies that (2.17) holds with e(/) = ±1. The

verification that e(/) is a Z2-valued 1-cocycle with the properties stated above is straight-

forward. QED

For every fi in Beltr(S), there is a canonical section 8(fi) of / Xî x L(/i) - 1 , where I

Xjdc L[n)~l is the crossed line bundle whose transition functions are labL^w'1. B{/J,)

has the following properties. It is nowhere vanishing, it satisfies

it obeys the equation

and depends holomorphically on ft

SfL

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

The dependence of 0{/z) on ft is compatible with the action 12 of Diff(S) on Beltr(S) in

the following sense:

9(Rf{fi))au = T{f',p)abu9{fji)bf{u) o / (2.23)

for /A
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for fi in Beltr(E) and / in DifF(S). r(f;p) in a section of / x / I * XjdE e(/), where / xf

J"1 Xidj. e(/) is the crossed line bundle whose transition functions are lab(hd ° /J"1^/)™-

Further, it satisfies

r(f;n)atu
2 = Bt. /» + W o fOlm /». (2.24)

Proof. The derivative dta Z(n)v is nowhere vanishing by (2.4), it satisfies the equa-

tion (8 - ltd - (d/t))dZ(fi) = 0 by (2.3) and depends holomorphically on (i by (2.8).

Hence, there is a smooth branch (dZtZ(fi)v)i of the square root of dZaZ(n)v which is

nowhere vanishing, satisfies the equation (5 — fid — (l/2)(d/t))(#Z(it))? = 0 and depends

holomorphically on ft. Set

- (2-25)

From (2.18)-(2.19), it is clear that

l 2 = 1. (2.26)

One has to show that <rau can be chosen so that taubv = 1. It is not restrictive to assume

that all coordinate domains are connected and simply connected. From the 1-cocycle

condition obeyed by / and L(fi), one has

€auî»t; — ^aubu^bubv ~ ^auav^avbv

N o • Now, by (2.27)

tf = 6..». (2.29)
18 a is a Zî-valued 1-cocycle on the simply connected domain of the coordinate Z(p)u and
n e n hence can be trivialized:

# = (iu)iiu)~\ ^")8 = l. (2.30)
R e Q Redefine

«Tau - » « F . . ^ " 1 . ( 2 . 3 1 )

-̂ "' Then, one can assume that

e0O6u = 1 (2.32)

an- and, hence, by (2.28),
. _ , , , (o qq\

10



(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)

A i
the

of

cor

of .

dor

Next, by (2.27), D e v

eft = €„««.„ (2.34) Of

is a Z2-valued 1-cocycle on the simply connected domain of zo and hence can be trivialized,

the trivialization being independent from a by (2.33):

Redefine

I Then, (2.30) continues to hold and, further, one has

eouo» = I-

From (2.28), (2.32) and (2.37), one concludes that a n f

C.ft. = 1, (2.38) a t l

proving, by (2.26), that 0(fi) is indeed a section of / XjdE L(/i)~l. The proof of (2.20), ...

(2.21) and (2.22) follows from the remarks at the very beginning of the proof. From (2.3)

and (2.10), one has that dZaZ(Rf{n))u = {d,Jh + in o fdtJh)d,tZ(n)f(u) o / for any
diffeomorphism / of Diff(E). From (2.3), (2.10) and (2.20), it follows immediately that / n

the relations (2.23)-(2.24) hold. From (2.23), it is apparent that r(f;n)abu glues in a with con

transition functions lac and in b with transition functions (hd0/)'1- Now, for fixed a and ai]

6, 6(Rf(n))au glues in u with the transition functions L(R/{ft))uv and 0(p)bf(u) ° f glues QU

in /(u) with the transition functions L{y.)f(u)j(V) o / . By (2.17) and (2 23), it follows that
T{ftft)abu glues in u with transition functions e(f)uv. Hence, r(f;fi) is % section oi I Xf

I'1 XidE «(/). QED
The next step would be the introduction of the notion of holomorphic differentials. In

the expression of the Polyakov action, polydromic differentials are involved. The framework -ph

expcunded at the beginning of this section is not sufficient to deal with such objects and

must be suitably generalized. Let ir be a universal covering of S. ir is a local diffeomorphism

JT : S , -> E (2.39) D-
dei

of a connected simply connected differentiable surface Eff onto E. Sx- is called the universal
in '

covering surface of ir. ir is furtherly characterized by the set Deck* of all orientation ,
preserving diffeomorphisms 7 of En- such that

ir 0 7 - ir. (2.40)

fc 11



Deck* is a group under composition of mappings and is called the universal covering group

of IT. As well-known, on«̂  has the differentiable surface identification

E = Ew/Deek,. (2.41)

A fundamental domain D of TT is an open connected simply connected subset of E* with

the following properties: t) distinct points of D belong to distinct Deck*-orbits: U) the

Deck*-orbit of any point of E* meets the closure D of D. For any fundamental domain D

of n, the restriction it\D is a diffeomorphiem of D onto n(D). D is indeed a maximal open

connected simply connected subset of E* with suck property. In turn, ir(D) is a dissection

of E, that is a maximal open connected simply connected subset of E. A fundamental

domain D of TT is a 40-sided polygon in E*. The vertices of TT are mapped by n into one

and the same point of E. The sides of D are mapped by TT into a set of closed loops based

at that point and forming a set of generators of the first homotopy group of E [27].

Let / be a diffeomorphism of Diff (E). A lift h of / to E* is an orientation preserving

diffeomorphism of E* such that

/ on = TT oh. (2.42)

/ has a denumerable infinity of lifts which differ form each other by other right or left

composition by dements of Deck*. Deck* is precisely the set of lifts of idj;. The lifts of

all elements of Diff (E) form a group Diff *(E) under composition of maps. If h belongs to

Diffff(E), then, for any 7 in Deck*, there are elements rh{f) and «1,(7) of Deck* such that

h=hof, (2.43a)

h osH^^-r oh, (2.436)

The maps 7 —> 7^(7) and 7 —» «»(7) are selnsomorphisms of Deck* such that rj o «1 =

«A offc = idoeck, • The maps h —+ rj, and h —> «j,-i are homomorphisms of Diff ff(E) into the

group of selnsomorphisms of Deck*. The lifts of all elements of Diffe(E) form a subgroup

DiSc(E) of Diff,r(E). if h belongs to Diffcff(E), then there is an element an of Deck*

depending only on h and such that rh{-y) = ah 0 7 o aj~l and ^(7 ) = aj~1 o 7 o ah for 7

in Deck*. From here, the following basic theorem can be proven [27], For any element /

of Diffc(E), there is a unique lift / of / in DiffCJr(E) such that rf = sf = idoeck, or, by

(2.43),

7 0 / = / 0 7 . (2.44)

12



Further, the map / —» / is a injective homomorphism of Diffc(E) into DJfTcn(E). Hence,

one can identify Diffc(E) with its image by that map. It can further be shown that for any

/ in Diffc(S), / extends smoothly to the identity on the compactified boundary 0E n U {00}

ofS f f .

The pull-back operator TT* lifts any structure denned in S to a structure of similar

nature in E n . n* is one-t >-one and preserves all linear relations. Stated with different

words, IT* acts as a linear . adding. For this reason, I shall not distinguish notationally

between any structure defined in S and its lift by IT* to En . This notational confusion,

albeit unrigorous, is harmless and simplifies all equations.

za is a coordinate of a in E n such that Dom(za) is contained in some fundamental

domain of it if and only if there is a coordinate z*(o) of a in E such that

= Zn. (2.45)

is uniquely determined by za but the converse is clearly false. If za is a coordinate of

a in E», then, for any 7 in Deck*,

= 2007 \

too, is. Furthermore,

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.46)-(2.47) follow readily from (2.45) and (2.40). Note that, by (2.46), all elements 7

of Deckn are a-holomorphic. Indeed, ir can be chosen so that a is the natural conformai

structure of E n as subsurface of C. If, moreover, S n is chosen to be the upper open

halfplane of C, then the 7*8 are just real Moebius transformations [27].

Consider the a-holomorphic line bundle I. The relation between the transition func-

tions of I in S n and in S is

lab = 'n(0)n(6) o ir|Dom(*o) n Dom(«i) (2.48)

in agreement with (2.45). The fact that I is a line bundle in E implies that I is monodromic

in S n , i.e., for any 7 in Deckn

7*1 = J, (7*Q.» = *r(.)7(»>°7- (2.49)

Being intuitively obvious in itself, this also follows readily from (2.40), (2.46) and (2.47).
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1URA 14-36 du CNRS, associée à l'E.N.S. de Lyon, et au L.A.P.P.

Let O be an open subset of £ and p, q halfinteger numbers. One may consider smooth

sections r/> of l®2p 0 f®2' on ir~l(O). These form an infinite dimensional complex vector

space C*'q(O). C'q{0) is embedded in C*'q(O). The embedding is denned by the relation

^,=^(a)Oir|Dom(za) . (2.50)

\l> is an element of Cf<q(O) if and only if V> belongs to Cpq{0) and for any 7 in Deck*

•y*ip = ^, (7*^)0 = iky(o) ° 7 (V1 monodromic). (2.51)

The elements of Cp<q(0) are called monodromic. But Cpq{0) centaine many other fields

besides the monodromic ones. For the topic of this paper, only the polydromic fields are

relevant. A (scalar) multiplier \ o n O is a map that associates to any element 7 of Deck*

a nowhere vanishing element x(7) of C°'°(O) such that

(2.52)X(7i°72) = x(7i)°72

for any two 71, 72 in Deck». Most multipliers encountered in applications are normal, i.e.

they satisfy

: 1. (2.53)

A polydromic conformai field xj) of weights p, q with multiplier x on O is an element of

Cr<q{0) such that

V> (V> polydromic) (2.54)

for any 7 in Deck*. The polydromic fields form an infinite dimensional complex vector

space Cp<q{O,x)- The monodromic conformai fields are those polydromic fields whose

multiplier is the trivial multiplier x(l) — !• A multiplier is said flat, if, for any 7 in

Deck*, ^(7) is constant. In such instance, the map 7 —* x(j) is a homomorphism of Deck*

into the multiplicative group C \ {0} and hence correspond to a a-holomorphic flat line

bundle (x on E [29]. So, C'q(0,x) CM» be identified with the space of smooth sections

i/> of the twisted line bundle £x ® /®2p 0 f82' on O. It appears from here that non-flat

multipliers provide a straightforward generalization of the notion of line bundle on E. One

can similarly define vector multipliers and multiplets of polydromic fields, but they will

play no role in this paper (see also ref. [30]).

Given a field rj> of C%q{O)i one can associate to any fundamental domain D of ÎT a

branch of %[> defined by

tl>D = MD- (2.55)
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For a general field V in C*'q(0), there is no a prior» relation between branches of ip

corresponding to different fundamental domains of IT. The situation is different if if> has

defined monodromy. Suppose if/ bekugs to C''(O, %) *or some multiplier %• Let D and

D' be two fundamental domains of n, P a point of D and 7 an element of Deck* such that

lies in D'. Then, one has

= Xb)(P)-1>D(P). (2.56)

Note that 7 is locally constant in P but depends on P in general. Recalling that n\D is

a biholomorphism, it follows that ifto represents a field in E, which suffers, by (2.56), a

discontinuity at the boundary of n(D) whose extent is prescribed precisely by the multiplier

X- I this way, a polydromic field V> can be viewed as a multivalued field on E [28].

If /1 is a Beltrami differential in BeHr(S), then (M belongs to C - 1 < 1(S) and, hence, for

any 7 in Deck*, one has

7 > = M- (2-57)

For any diffeomorphism / of Diff(E), the relation (2.1) holds also in E* provided in the

right hand side / is replaced by any lift h of / . The choice of h is immaterial by (2.57)

since for h = 7 in Deck* the right hand side of (2.1) reduces to 7*/*-

It is clear that, for any ft in Beltr(E), the conformai structure A(/t) has properties

analogous to those of a with respect to the universal covering ir. Similarly to za, Zu is a

coordinate of A(p) in HK with Dom(Zu) contained in some fundamental domain of n if

and only if there is a coordinate £*(u) °f A(i<) in £ such that

Zff(u) o w|Dom(Z«) = Zn

and, if Zn is a coordinate of A(/<) in Sn-, then, for any 7 in Deck*,

also, belongs to A(/j) and

(2.58)

(2.59)

(2.60)

(2.59)-(2.60) follow readily from (2.58) and (2.40). Note that, by (2.46), all elements 7 of

Deck* are A(/i)-holomorphic for every /i in Beltr(E). In particular, the coordinate covering

C(\i) defined above can be lifted to E*. The relations (2.8)-(2.9) hold unchanged also in

the
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E*. For any difFeomorphism / of DifF(E), the relation (2.10) also holds in En. provided in

the right hand side one uses a lift h of f whatever. One has in particular

U)) • (2.61)

Compare with (2.40).

For a given ft in Beltr(E), the relation between the transition functions of L(fi) in E*

and in E is

L{fi)uu = £(/*)*(„)*(„) o ir|Dom(Zu) n Dom(ZB) (2.62)

in analogy to (2.48) and consistently with (2.58). Since L(fi) is a line bundle in E, L(fi)

obeys in E* the monodromy condition

o 7
(2.63)

for any 7 in Deck*. As for the monodromy relation (2.49), this is intuitively obvious but it

can also be proven directly from (2.40), (2.59)-(2.60) and (2.62). For any difFeomorphism /

of Diff(E), the Zî-valued 1-cocyde c(/), defined in (2.17), satisfies lifting and monodromy

relations analogous to (2.62) and (2.63), namely

n Dom(Z«) (2.64)

and

7*e(/) = «(/), (7*e(/)) „„ = e(/)7(u)7(w) o 7 (2.65)

for any 7 in Deckff. The relation (2.17) holds also in Eff provided in the expression of

f'L(fi) one uses a lift h of / , whose choice is readily seen to be immaterial by (2.61).

Next, consider the canonical section 0(/i). The lifting of 0(fi) is defined through the

relation

«(/«),,„ = 0(M)*(O).T(«) 0 rr\Dom(za) H Dom(Zu) (2.66)

In this way, 9{p) is a section of the crossed line bundle / XidE|r L(p)~l on ST obeying the

monodromy condition

7 x , (7 = fl(/i)7(o)7(o) 0 7 (2.67)

for every 7 in Deck*. This follows straightforwardly from (2.46)-(2.47), (2.59)-(2.60)

and (2.66). It can also be verified that the relation (2.20) holds also in E*. For any

16



diffeomorphism / of Diff(E), the relation (2.23) extends to £„ provided in the right hand

side one uses any lift h of f with r(h; (i) being defined by

T(h;n)abu = T(f\it)n{a)it{b)rr{v) o ir|Dom(2o) n / r ^ n Dom{Zu). (2.68)

This result follows readily from (2.66), (2.23), (2.42) and (2.61). r(h;n) is a section of the

crossed line bundle I x/, Z"1 XidSw «(/) and depends explicitly on the lift h chosen. The

monodromy condition obeyed by r(h\ p) reads

T(7 O h o 7- 1 ; /^(0)7(6)7(11) 07 = T(h; /i)ottl (2.69)

for every 7 in Deck*. The proof of this relation is based on (2.46)-(2.47), (2.5S)-(2.60)

and (2.66). r(h\n) satisfies further a relation analogous to (2.24) in E*.

Let fi be an element of BeHr(S), O an open subset of E and j a halfinteger number.

A /*-holomorphic j-differential <f> on O is an «lement of C j 0 (E) such that

(8-ftd-j{dfi.))^=0 on O. (2.70)

Let Hl(O, ft) be the set of all such differentials. Hl(O1 fi) is an infinite dimensional com-

plex vector space. Within Hl(Q, fi), the differentials with defined monodromy are particu-

larly relevant. The monodromic differentials form a generally infinite dimensional complex

vector space H'(0,p). The multipliers x pertaining polydromic differentials must, for

consistency, satisfy the /j-holomorphy condition

( Ô - / i ô ) x ( 7 ) = 0 on O (2.71)

for every 7 in DeCkn.. The polydromic differentials with multiplier \ on O form a generally

infinite dimensional complex vector space J 7 ' ( 0 , X , / J ) .

For any <t> in Hl(O, n), define

' ' * . (2.72)

(2.73)

e4> is a holomorphic section of the A(^)-holomorphic line bundle £(/i)®8'', i.e.

Indeed, since 8(fi) is a section of I XidE L((i)~1 on S and <j> is a section of I®7' on O, $<j>

is a section of !(/J)®2-7 on O. The A(/i)-holomorphy of such section follows readily from

(2.7), (2.21), (2.70) and (2.72) by means of a straight forward calculation. If <(> has defined
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monodromy, so does e<j>, by (2.67) and (2.72). The multipliers of <j> and e<f> are manifestly

equal.

The definition of a pull back action of a diffeomorphism / of Diff(S) on Hl(O, fi)

requires some care. The one presented here involves the factor r(h; ft)ai,u
2i, with k being

a lift of / , which glues in u with the transition functions e(f)uu
2'. For a general diffeo-

morphism / of DiIF(S) and a general halfinteger j , this would involve a detailed analysis

of modular invariance. For the scope of this paper, it is sufficient to restrict / to Diff C(E),

in which case e(/) = 1 identically and T(A; ft Jain2' i« independent from u. Now, let <j> be

an element of Hi(O, fi). Set

)2 j-^ofc. (2.74)

(2.75)

(2.76)

/i*<̂ > belongs to H{(f~x(O),Rf(n))- The above pull back action satisfies

(hoh% = h \

for any two h, h' in Differ(E) and

for any 7 in Deck ̂ . Note that h*p<f> depends explicitly on the lift hoi f and not simply on

/ •

Proof. From (2.42), one has that ft-^ir-^O)) = n~1(f-1(O)). Note further that,

for h in Diffcir(E), r(h;n)2' is a section of (®2> x h /®~2>. It then follows that h*^ is a

section of I®2' on TT"^/" 1 (O)). From the relations (2.1), (2.24) and (2.70) in £„, it is

straightforward, albeit tedious, to show that /i*<£ satisfies (2.70) with /1 replaced by Rh(p)

= Rf(li). Hence, A*^ belongs to Hl(f~l(0),Rf(n)). From (2.23), one can easily verify

that, for any two h and h' in Diffff(E),

r(h 0 h'\ /i)«6« = T(h'; Rh(fM)) aeur(h; /i)c6fc-(») ° h'- (2-77)

From (2.74) and (2.77), (2.75) follows readily. From (2.23) and (2.68), one obtains

for any 7 in DeCkn-. From this relation, it follows that ( 7 ^ ) 0 = T(7i/*)a7(a)2j^7(a) 07 =

^Y(O) 0 T = (7*0)a, showing (2.76). QED

If h is a diffeomorphism of Diffcff(E) lifting a diffeomorphism / of Diffc(E) and </>

belongs to H>(0,n), then h*^ belongs to Hj(f~l(O),R}(n)), i.e. fc*<£ is monodromic
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too. It then follows that /i*# depends only on / . If 4> belongs to for some

/Lt-holomorphic multiplier x» then fcj$ belongs to 1 (O), fc'x» #/(/*)), where

(2.79)

for any 7 in Deck* (cfr. eq. (2.43a)), i.e. A*^, too, is polydromic.

Proof. In fact, one has -y'h^ = ( A o 7 ) ^ = (r*(7)ofc);* = ^

= ^*X(7)*^ b v (2-75)-(2.76), (2.43o) and the identity Ry(n) = 7 > =

Because of the aforementioned explicit dependence of ft* ̂  on the lift h of an element

/ of Diffr(E) for a non-monodromic element ^ of Hl(O,/t), there is no unique definition

of a pull back action of Diffc(E) on polydromic fields. However, one knows that there

exists a natural injective homomorphism of Diffc(E) into Diffcjr(E) given by the map / —>

/ defined above eq. (2.44). Hence, it seems sensible to define

K* = K (2.80)

for any diffeomorphism / in Diffc(£). This is the definition I shall adopt. If 4> belongs

to Hj(O,x,f*) for some multiplier x, then f*<j> belongs to Hi(f~i(O),f*x,Rf(fi)), where

the multiplier f*\ i» given by

/ (2.81)

for 7 in Deck,, by (2.43a), (2.44) and (2.79).

If the Beltrami differential fi is varied, a differential <f> of El(O,p) may be thought

ot as a functional of p. To emphasize this dependence, I shall write </>(/*) and 0(fi). In

order to avoid pathologies, I shall assume that p varies in some open subset O of Beltr(E)

and that the set U = U^eo{/i} x O(p) is open in Beltr(E) x E. Intuitively, this means

that the boundary of O(pi) depends continuously on p. In this paper, I shall consider only

differentials depending holomorphically in /1, i.e. such that

(2.82)

If <{>(n) has defined monodromy with multiplier X(M) &n^ (2-82) holds, then, for consistency,

for any 7 in Deck*, the dependence of X(M) o n M must be holomorphic. i.e.

(2.83)
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Suppose O is Diffc(£)-invariant, i.e. Rf(O) - 0 for every / in Diffc(£). The depen-

dence of 4>(n) on n is said compatible with the action R of Diffc(E) on Beltr(E), if

(2.84)

(2.85)

is polydromic with multiplier X(M)S t n e n o n e

= / * * M (2-86)

for any diffeomorphism / of Diffc(E).

The framework expounded so far has a simple geometrical interpretation. I shall now

briefly outline it. The universal Beltrami surface of E is defined by

and

for any diffeomorphism / of DifFc(L).

must require in addition that

UBS(E) = Beltr(E) x E

[15]. The projection

p : UBS(E) -> Beltr(E), = /* for (fi, P) € UBS(E)

(2.87)

(2.88)

defines a fibration of UBS(E) over Beltr(E), the fiber p~l(p) being homeomorphic to E

for every p in Beltr(E).

There is an obvious action of Diff(E) on UBS(E). This is defined by

P) = (Jl/-(M),/(P)) for (M, P) € UBS(E). (2.89)

This action is compatible with the group structure of Diff(E), i.e. (/i o / 2 ) 8 = /i" o /2' for

/1 and /2 in Diff(E), owing to the right action property of JZ. It is also compatible with

the fibration p in the sense that pop— Rf-1 o p.

UBS(E) has a natural conformai structure C with local coordinates (/u, Z(fi)), where

Z{n) is a coordinate from the coordinate covering C(pi) defined above. The coordinates of

C are globally defined on Beltr(S) but only local in E. The relation (2.10) expresses the

invariance of C under the action (2.89) of Diff(E) on UBS(E).

The projection p is holomorphic if UBS(S) carries C and Beltr(E) carries the natural

conformai structure b defined earlier in this section. The fiber p~1(fi) is the surface E with

the conformai structure A(/i).
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The A(/i)-holomorphic line bundle L(fi) on E may be thought of as the restriction to

the fiber p~l(p) of a C-holomorphic line bundle L on UBS(S). The action of Diff(E). The

relation (2.17) states the invariance of the line bundle L under the action (2.89) of DifF(E)

on UBS(E). This fact iis expressed compactly by

/»*L = e( / )I , = I* L{Rf->(p)), (2.90)

for any / in Diff(E).

When dealing with holomorphic differentials, it is necessary to introduce a universal

covering of UBS(S). The universal covering ir of E induces a universal covering

: UBS1(E) -» UBS(E) (2.91)

of UBS(E), where
UBS1(E) = Beltr(E) x E 1 , (2.92)

P l ( / i , P) = (/i, Tr(P)) for(M ,P)€UBST(E). (2.93)

The universal covering group of p* consists of the diffeomorphisms of U B S K ( E ) of the form

7 W ) = farfP)) *« ilhP) € UBS1(E) (2.94)

with 7 in Deck^. Clearly, such group is naturally isomorphic to Deck*. The projection

pK : UBS^(S) -» Beltr(E), pw(M, P) = Ii for {n, P) 6 UBS1(E) (2.95)

defines a fibration of UBS1(E) over Beltr(E), the fiber p~l{f) being homeomorphic to E 1

for every fi in Beltr(S), in analogy to p.

If / is a diffeomorphism of Diff(E) and h is any lift of / in DIfF1(E), then h acts on

UBS(S) in obvious fashion

for (

This action manifestly obeys the lifting relation

P1 o ft1 = /1O P1

€ UBS1(E). (2.96)

(2.97)

and is compatible with the fibration pn. Note that if h — 7 is an element of DeCk1 lifting

the identity ids, then the definition (2.96) is consistent with (2.94).
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As for the universal covering ir, the pull back operator p* associated to pn allows one to

lift any structure denned in UBS(S) to an analogous structure in UBS^(E). In particular, it

is possible to lift the conformai structure C und the line bundle L to UBS^(E). Following

the conventions already adopted for w, I shall not distinguish notation! ''y between any

structure in UBS(E) and its lift to UBSW(E) by p*. For any jx in Beltr(E), the fiber

Pn~l{p) >B E* with the conformai structure A(/0 and L(ft) is the restriction to p^'1^) of

L. L is clearly a C-holomorphic line bundle on UBSw(E).

Consider a /i-holomorphic j-differential 4>{(J) on an open subset O(fi) of E, denned for

H varying in an open subset O of Beltr(S) with U = U,,eo{/i} x O(y) open in UBS(E) and

satisfying (2.82). From the above discussion it follows readiliy that V( /0 'S t n e restriction

to pK~l(y.) cf a holomorphic section 9<f> of the C-holomorphic line bundle L®2>. I shall

call 4> a C-holomorphic j-differentia] on U and denote by Hl(U) the complex vector space

of all such differentials. If x(/0 '8 » /^-holomorphic multiplier on O(p) satisfying (2.83)

for y. in O, then, for a given element of 7 of Deck*, X(M)(7) is the restriction to p»"1^)

of an eleuient of H^(U). Hence, it defines a map of Deck* into H^(U) satisfying the

formal relation (2.52). I shall call x a C-holomorphic multiplier on U. If further <A(M) 'S

polydromic with multiplitr xif*) ^or f- m ^) then one has

(2.98)

for every 7 in Deck*. When (2.98) holds, I shall call <f> a polydromic C-holomorphic j -

differential on U with multiplier x tLn^ denote by H'{U,x) the complex vector space of

such differentials. All this, of course, applies in particular to monodromic differentials

whose vector space will be denoted by H'{U).

If O is DiiTe(T])-invariant and (2.84) holds then U is invariant under the action of

Diffc(E) on UBS(E) given by (2.89). If </>(/*) satisfies (2.85), then V , viewed as an element

of Hl(U), satisfies the Diffc(E} -invariance relation

/«•V = V,
for any / in Diffc(E), where f*<fi((t) is defined by (2.80). Similarly, if

stisfying (2.86) then one has

(2.99)

is a multiplier

(2.100)

for any / in Diffc(E), where /*x(/0 "» defined by (2.81).
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3. Vector bundles on Bel t r (S) and Teichmueller space.

Now, I shall introduce a few holomorphic vector bundles on Beltr(E) which are of

some salience in the following discussion. Let j be a halfinteger and X be a C-holomorphic

multiplier on UBS(S). Assume that the dimension of Ei (E, x(f)i ^) W independent from

the Bcltrami differential /*. Define

H>ip,i&p)>p) (a disjoint union). (3.1)
/t€Beltr(E)

Theorems of complex calculus [27] ensure that eq. (2.70) has non-trivial solutions de-
pending holomorphically on ft locally in Beltr(E). By means of a standard construction,
W(E, x) can be given the otructure of a holomorphic vector bundle over Beltr(E). The
rank of this bundle depends crucially on the multiplier X- When x is the trivial multiplier,
I shall shall use the shorthand W(E). In the case where x » Diffe(£)-invariant in the
sense of eq. (2.100), there is a natural action of Diffe(E) on W(E, x), namely

/*(/*,*) = OW**)'/;*) (3-2)

for any / in Diffc(E) (cfr. eqs. (2.1) and (2.80)). This action is manifestly right, holomor-
phic and free (cfr. sect. 2).

If O is an open subset of Beltr(E), the space B'(O x E,x) is canonically identified
with the space of holomorphic sections of W(E, x) on O in obvious fashion. If x satisfies
the Diffc(E)-invariance condition (2.100), O is Diffc(E)-invariant and ^ is an element of
H'(O x E,x) that is Diffc(E)-invariant in the sense of eq. (2.99\ then tf> represents a
DifFc(E)-invariant holomorphic section of W(E,x).

The bundles W(E) with j a positive integer are particularly relevant. To study such
objects one needs the following lemma. Let o>r(p), r = 1, ..., g be a bash» of H1CE1Ii)
normalized so that

(dz + ftdz)u,(fi) = Srt, g, (3.3)

where the a r ' s are the standard a loops of E [27]. Each element o>r(/z) defines a Diffc(S)-

invariant element of /T1 (UBS(E)). The proof of this statement is straightforward. Denote

by 6 an infinitesimal variation with respect to Ji. By applying S to both sides of the relations

(2.70) with J = I and <j> = u>T and of (3.3), one checks easily that 6wT(p) is an element of

H1 (E, (J.) all of whose a-periods vanish. From a well-known theorem of algebraic geometry

[29], it
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[29], it follows that 6wr((i) = 0, showing that wr is C-holomorphic. Next, recall that the

homology classes of the loops aT are invariant under DiffC(E). From this remark and (3.3),

it follows that wr{Rf(n)) = /£wP(/i) for r = 1 , . . . , g, what proves the Diffc(E)-invariance

of u)r.

The rank of W(E) is g for j = 1 and (2j - l)(g - 1) for j > 1. W(S) has a global

holomorphic frame and thus is holomorphically trivial. For j = 1, the frame is provided

naturally by {u/r| r = 1, . . . , g}. For j > 1, there is no natutal choice of the frame.

The sections wr, ® wr, ® ••• ® u>Tj with 1 < n < r2 < • • • < rj < j form a generally

overcomplete set of global holomorphic sections. All such sections obtained by tensoring

the u>r's are manifestly Diffc(E)-invariant.

Define for any positive integer j

= \J /\H'ÇE,n) (a disjoint union). (3.4)

£•>(£) is clearly a holomorphic line bundle on Beltr(E). In particular, £J(E) is the Hodge

line bundle on Beltr(E). It is a well-known result of Mumford that

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

where

[31]. AU the £'(£) are holomorphically trivial. Indeed

is a globally defined holomorphic frame for £•*(£). The action of DiK17(E) on £j(H) is

naturally given by

A • • • A A ••• A / ; (3.8)

for any / in DHf0(E), where dj is the dimension of I f ( E , /i) and is right, holomorphic and

free. A section T of £V(£) is Diffc(E)-invariant if (Rf(n),r(Rf(n)) - f*(fi,r(ft)). The

sections ej defined above are of this type.

Recall that the action R of DIfFe(E) on Beltr(E) is free. Then, the quotient

(3.9)Teich(E) = Beltr(E)/Diffc(E)
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is a manifold. It is called Teichmueller space and is Zg — 3-dimensional holomorphic

manifold [27]. The complex structure m f be defined by means of the Torelli coordinates.

Consider again the standard basis of C-holomorphic Diffc(£)-invariant 1-differentials uT

defined in (3.3). The period matrix rr, of the baiis is, by definition,

= é {dz + /Mf«)u»P(/i), (3.10)

where the 6r's are the standard b-loops of E. The matrices 'V.(^) for varying y. span

a 3g - 3-dimensional subvariety of the holomorphic manifold of all symmetric complex

matrices with strictly posistive definite imaginary part. Most importantly, rra(/u) depends

holomorphically o /* and rrB(Rf(fi)) = Trt(n) for all diffeomorphisms / of Diffc(E). Hence,

T1.,(/Lt) is properly a function defined on Teichmueller space, which can be shown to be

injective. In this way, TT,(p) provides a global coordinate and a complex structure on

Teich(E) such that the canonical projection associated to the quotient (3.8) is holomorphic.

One may consider the quotient

of W(S ,x ) by the free action of Diffc(E) on W(E,x) defined by (3.2). /i>(£,x) is a

holomorphic vector bundle on Teich(E). For ;. = 1, I shall use the shorthand notation

W[Y). There is a one-to-one correspondence between the holomorphic Diffc(E)-invariant

sections of W[Y,\) and the holomorphic sections of W(Y,,x). One can define similarly

the holomorphic bundles

e'(£) = £'(£)/Diffc(£) (3.12)

by dividing S'[Y) by the free action of Diffd(S) defined by (3.8). The holomorphic cotan-

gent bundle T*Teich(£) of Teich(E) is identified with /i2(E). Teichmueller space Teich(E)

is a contractible domain of holomorphy [27]. This implies that all holomorphic vector

bundles over Teich(S), in particular those just defined, are holomorphically trivial.

By (3.9), the manifold Beltr(E) of all Beltrami differentials is a holomorphic principal

Diffc(£) bundle over Teich(E). Such bundle is known to be smoothly but not holomorphi-

cally trivial [8]. This geometrical representation of Beltr(S) will often be invoked in the

sequel.

A useful tool for the study of the holomorphic geometry of the principal bundle

Beltr(E) is provided by the Slavnov operator a. This is the differential operator on the
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infinite dimensional Lie group Diffc(£) acting at the identity idj> Thus, the nilpotency

relation
s2 = 0 (3.13)

holds. The Maurer-Cartan forms of DifFe(E) are specified as an element c of C~ l i0(E)

with values in the dual space C?-1'O(E)V such that {c{P),() = £(P) for £ in C-*-°(E) and

P in S. In this context, Cartan's structure equation reads

sc = (cd + cB)c. (3.14)

See ref. [8] for further details.

The holomorphie action R of DHFe(E) on Beltr(E) allows one to extend a to the latter

space and to all holomorphic vector bundles on it in which a right holomorphic action of

Diffc(E) is defined. In the present case, for a given Beltrami differential fi in BeKr(E), the

relevant combination of ghost field is

C7(/t) = c + (ic. (3.15)

C(n) exhibits a distinguished complex structure of Lie Diff (E) [8]. The action of a on (i is

given by

(3.16)

This definition is justified as follows. The fundamental vector fields of the principal bundle

Beltr(E) are computed by linearizing the action R at the identity ids of Diff P(E) (cfr. eq.

(2.1)). To this end, one writes any diffeomorphism / of Diffc(E) in infinitesimal form as

ids + £, where £ is an element of C~ l i0(E), and expands Rf(fi) to first order in £. The

resulting vertical vector field v^ on Beltr(E) reads v^((i) = (B - (id + (d(i))E, where E =

£ + (i(. The definition (3.16) is so designed that (afi, £) = vç((i). By combining (3.15)

and (3.16), one finds further that C((i) obeys the structure equation:

(3.16) is one of the most important relations in the following analysis. By using (3.16) and

(3.17), it is straightforward to check that the nilpotency condition (3.13) is fulfilled.

Let us now see how the action of a on holomorphic differentials is defined. To this

end, one must use the universal covering ir of S introduced in sect. 2. Recall that any

diffeomorphism / of Diffc(E) has a natural lift / to Diffcw(E) which is uniquely defined

by the relation (2.44) and smoothly extends to the identity on the compactified boundary
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9En. U {00} of the universal covering surface E*. For any element / of Diffc(E), / can be

written innnitesimally as i d s , + Î for some element £ of C~1>0(E) and (2.44) is readily

seen to imply that ( is monodromic, i.e. contained in C~ l l 0(E). Note that the property

that / smoothly extends to the identity on the compactified boundary of the universal

covering surface is a necessary condition for £ to be infinitesimal. Else, ( would in no sense

be small near that boundary. From the above discussion, it follows that the map / -+

/ induces a lift of the Slavnov operator a and of the ghost field c to ET such that c is

monodromic. Hence, by (2.57),

= (700 (3.18)

for any 7 in E. Now, let ^ be a Diffc(E)-invariant holomorphic section of W(H, x), where

X is a C-holomorphic Diffc(S)-invariat multiplier on UBS(E). The action of a on <j> is

given by

(3.19)

This definition is so designed that {»4>{fi), () = C(4>(n), where C( denotes the Lie derivative

with respect the vector field ( of C~ l l 0(E). The fact that s<t>(ft) is expressed in terms of

the C(fi)Ja depends crucially on the jt-holomorphy condition (2.70). We have also

(3.20)

the justification of which is analogous to that of (3.19). It is not difficult to see that (3.19)

and (3.20) are infinitesimal relations equivalent to the DifFc(E)-invariance of <f> and x,

respectively.
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A projective connection Tl on S is an asngnement to any coordinate za of a of a

smooth function Ka defined in Dom(za) with the following properties. On the overlapping

domains of za and Zt,, one has

where {/,<} denotes the Schwarzian derivative
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Further, there exists a Beltrami differential fi in Beltr(E) such that H is p-holomorphic,

that is

(8-iid- 2{dn))n = 0Y (4.3)

I shall denote by Proj(E, /i) the set of all projective connections H of such type. Note that

the difference TV - Tl of two elements H and TV of Proj(E,/i) belongs to H2(Z,(i).

If Tl belongs to Proj(£,/i), one can define

4 [n -{z, (4.4)

in analogy to holomorphic differentials (cfr. sect. 2). 9Tl is an A(/j)-holomorphic projective

connection on E. That is, 0Tl glues as

-[Z11, zv}]

on the overlapping domains of Zn and Zv and

= 0.

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.5) follows from an elementary calculation based on (4.1), (4.2) and (4.4). (4.6) is a

direct consequence of (2.21), (2.7), (4.3) and (4.4) and the identity (B-y.8- 2{dn)){Z, z}

= d*fi which follows from (2.3) and (4.2).

A given projective connection Tl can be subordinated to several Beltrami differentials,

for the operator 5 s + 2719 + [dTl) appearing in (4.3) han zero modes (see below). For

such reason, it is convenient to introduce the following set

Schw(E) = (J Proj(E,/t) (a disjoint union). (4.7)

Schw(E) can be topologized as follows. Consider the quasiconformal mapping Q(fJ-) defined

in (2.11). From the theory of quasiconformal deformations [27], it is known that, for every

element 7 of the univeral covering group of ir, 7(/i) = Q{f) 0 7 0 Q(^)"1 is an element of

the group PSL(2,C) of all Moebius transformations. It then follows that the coordinates

Z(fi)u defined by (2.12) with Fu(p) = idc form a projective atlas V(p) on E subordinated

to A(/i), that is a coordinate covering contained in A(/i) whose transition functions are

restrictions of elements of PSL(2, C). Such coordinates are defined and holomorphic for

every /t in Beltr(E) and have domains independent from ft. Now, define Tl*((i) = {Z(/t), z},

where Z(fi) belongs to V(fi)- The properties of the £(l<)'s listed above ensure that 7£*(/x)
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is an element of Proj(E, p) defined and holomorphic for every p in Beltr(E). Now, from the

remark below eq. (4.3), it follows that Schw(E) == Tl* + W2(£), where W2(£) is defined

below eq. (3.1) and the sum holds fiberwise. A set M of Schw(E) is declared open if

M - Tl* is open in 1H2[T,). Such topology is obviously independent from the choice of

U*, by the remark below eq. (4.3). The map (p,K) -* (p, H - Tl*(p)) defines a globally

defined coordinate and a complex structure p on Schw(E) rendering Schw(E) a complex

manifold modelled on ft2(E). From here, it is also apparent that Schw(E) is a holomorphic

fiber bundle on Beltr( E) biholomorphically equivalent to H2 (L). In particular, Schw(E)

is holomorphically trivial (cfr. sect. 3).

The action R of Diff(E) on Beltr(E) extends naturally to Schw(£). For any diffeo-

morphism of DifF(E), the extension is defined by

Rf(p,n) =

where Rf(p) is defined in (2.1) and

= r(f-,

(4.8a)

(4.86)

K(f;p) = &p o fdfr(f;p)2 + d{d\nr(f;pf + dp o fdf)

- ( l /2)(dlnr(/;M)2 + dp o fdf)2 (4.8c)

(cfr. eqs. (2.23)-(2.24)). The proof that RfAK) belongs to Proj(S, Rf(p)) is a matter of

a straightforward albeit lengthy verification. From (2.2) and (4.8), it is apparent that the

action R is holomorphic. It is also free, since its restriction to Beltr(S) is. Finally, it can

also be verified that the action R is right.

To any element (fi, Tl) of Schw(S), there is an associated projective structure P(/i, Tl)

subordinated to A((i). By definition, this is a maximal coordinate covering contained

in A(/*) whose transition functions are restrictions of elements of PSL(2,C). A generic

coordinate Z of P(ft, 1R) satisfies, besides (2.3)-(2.4), the equation

= 0 (4.9)

(cfr. eq. (4.2)) [29]. It is indeed easy to check that the only transformations T(Q such that

T(Z) satisfies (2.3) and (4.9) whenever Z does are Moebius transformations. Conversely,

P(p,Tl) determines (p,Tl) through (2.5) and the relation

Tl={Z,z}, (4.10)

where
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where Z is a generic coordinate of P(p, Tl). Prom (4.10), any projective connection can be

realized locally as the Schwarzian derivative of a coordinate of the corresponding projective

structure.

As for holomorphic differentials, one may consider maps associating to any n from an

open set O of Beltr(E) an element %(fi) of Proj(E,ft). The map /i -* (n,Tl(n)) defines a

holomorphic section K of Schw(E) on O, if

(4.11)

for (i in O. The section Tl is said Diffc(E)-invariant if O is Diffc(E)-invariant and

= Rf (4-12)

for any diffeomorphism / of Diffc(£).

If Tl is a Diffc(E)-invariant holomorphic section of Schw(£) on an open subset O

of Beltr(E), then the coordinates of P(/t, TJ(̂ t)) can be chosen to be functions Z(/t) of

H defined for p in O and satisfying the relations (2.8)-(2.10). Conversely, P(fi,Tl(ft))

determines Tl by means of (4.10) with Z replaced by Z{fi).

Since the action of Diffc(S) on Schw(E) is free, the quotient

Hubb(E) = Schw(E)/Diffc(E) (4.13)

is a manifold. Such space is called Hubbard space in the mathematical literature [27].

Hubb(E) can be given a complex structure that renders it a holomorphic bundle over

Teichmueller space Teich(S) biholomorphically equivalent to fcz(E) (cfr. sect. 3). The

construction is analogous to that yielding Schw(E) as a holomorphic bundle over Beltr(E)

biholomorphically equivalent to H2(H) upon noting that the coordinates of V(ii) fulfil

(2.10) so that 1R*(ft) satisfies (4.12). This entails in particular that the dimension of

Hubb(S) is 6g - 6. The holomorphic sections of Hubb(E) as a bundle over Teich(S) are

precisely those holomorphic sections of Schw(E) which are Diffe(£)-invariant.

The fact that Schw(E) is a holomorphic fiber bundle on Beltr(E) allows the extension

of the action of the Slavnov operator a to Schw(E). From (4.8) and (4.12) by writing as

ususal an infinitesimal diffeomorphism / as ids + £ for some element ( of C~ l lU(E), one

finds
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for any Diffc(E)-invariant holomorphic section Tl of Schw(E) (cfr. sect. 3). Conversely, if

a holomorphic section H of Schw(E) satisfies (4.14), then R is Diffc(S)-invariant.

As the next step of the discussion, I shall show that, to any element (/i,TC) of Schw(E),

there is canonically associated a finite dimensional subspace H(fi, Tl) in the tangent space

of Beltr( S) at fi. Vector fields en Beltr( E) parallel to H(fi, U) at each Beltrami differential

fi generate SL(2,C) symmetry transformations of the same type as those considered by

Polyakov in ref. [16] in the context of 2D quantum gravity in the light cone gauge.

Consider any element (/z,7J) in Schw(E). The transition functions of the associated

projective structure P(p, TL) define a PSL(2, C) valued 1-cocycle <r(/i, H) on E. For any two

coordinates Zn and Zn of P(/x,7l) with intersecting domains, <r(/i,TC)uv is the PSL(2,C)

transformation such that Zn — (r(p,Tl)uv(Zv). Since a(fi,H)uv is constant on Dom(Za)

n Dom(Z,,), (T(H,R) defines a flat PSL(2,C) vector bundle. Let A(p,%) denote the set of

all a-antiholomorphic connections in the bundle v(p,Tl). A generic element A of A(/i,7£)

is represented in a suitable coordinate covering in « by a collection of a-antiholcmorphic

maps Au denned in Dom(Zu) such that

K = - i (4.15)

on overlapping coordinate domains. The usual inhomogeneous term does not appear owing

to the special representative of the a-antiholomorphic PSL(2,C) vector bundle tr(/i,Tl)

used. A(/i,%) parametrizes all the flat PSL(2,C) vector bundles i-antiholomorphically

equivalent to <r(/i, H). Indeed, for any element X of \(fi,%), there is a collection of a-

antiholomorphic maps ru of Dom(Zv) into PSL(2, C) such that

= Ty OTu

and that the a-antiholomorphic PSL(2, C) valued 1-cocycle

o T1,

(4.16)

(4.17)

represents again a flat PSL(2, C) vector bundle, i.e. is constant on its domain. A(fi, H) is

a holomorphk manifold of dimension at least 3g — 3 [30]. Its tangent space is identified

with the vector space Prym(/*,ft) a-antiholomorphic Prym differentials of a(fi,Tl). A

Prym differential is given locally in Dom(£u) by a a-antiholomorphic 1-differential uu

with values in PSL(2, C) such that

wu = tr(n, H)uv o W0 o <r(ii, Tl)1
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on overlapping coordinate domains.
An automorphism t of (/i,ft) is a collection of a-antiholomorphic functions tu such

that
<T(P,U)UV =tuo <r(/*,ft)nw o tv

-1. (4-19)

I shall denote by Aut(/*,ft) the set of all such automorphisms. Aut(/x,ft) is clearly a group
under composition. Aut(fi, ft) acts on A(/j, ft) as

A1U = ^n-1Sin + E1T
1O A11 o i u , (4.20)

i.e. by gauge transformations. The quotient £(/i,ft) = A(/*,ft)/PAut(/x,ft) is a Zg - 3
dimensional holomorphic orbifold, where PAut(/*, ft) is the quotient of Aut(/t, ft) by the
subgroup formed by those elements represented by scalar matrices [30]. The tangent space
of L(n,H) at the trivial connection A = 0 is identified with Prym(/i,ft)/5LieAut(/z,ft).

For any connection A of A(fi, ft), <rA(/i,ft) defines a PSL(2,C) valued 1-cocycle on S
depending on A. Now, set

ZA I >7 \ (±Of\
U Tn^iOnJ, {%.&!.)

where ru is defined by (4.16)-(4.17) and is viewed as a Moebius transformation acting
on Zu. ZA

n is defined on Dom(Zn) and is assumed to be non-singular there. This is
possible only if A lies in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the trivial connection A = 0 in
A(/*,ft). From (4.17), it follows that the coordinates Z \ constitute a projective structure
on S whose transition functions are precisely the PSL(2, C) elements <rA(^t,ft)ut, defining
the 1-cocycle <rA(/i,ft). As shown above, such projective structure is necessarily of the
form P(«A, ftA), for some element (^A, ftA) of Schw(E). From (2.5) and (4.10), one obtains
easily that

(I = fl + (A — i \ £l + A CE )/OZl, yi..££)

and

where A+, A0 and A~ are the independent components of the connection A:

(4.24)

Proof. Let us prove the above statements. By (4.16), the components of the connection
A are given by

K =
K =
K =

dTudbTU -

(aTU8dTU

cr«darn -

- bTnBa

-drui

- aTUSt

U,

'•rut
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upon representing TU by a SL(2, C) matrix

( Œru &ru \
Cru dTU J

whose entries are functions satisfying

Further, we have

= vcru = ddTti = 0.

OraZg

+dr

(4.26a)

(4.266)

(4.27)

(4.22) follows from plugging (4.27) into eq. (2.5) with Z replaced by Zx and then using

(4.25). (4.23) follows immediately from (4.10), (4.2), (4.26b) and (4.27). QED

If (/;,%) and (n',W) are two elements of Schw(E) such that H = TV1 then there is an

element A of A(/i, H) such that /t' = px. Infact, from (4.2) and (4.10), the equality of Tl and

TV entails that the coordinates Z' of the projective structure P(/i',7l') satisfy eq. (4.9).

But the most general solution of that equation on Dom(Z) is of the form (aZ + b)/{cZ + d),

where a, b, c and d are functions defined in Dom(Z) satisfying ad-6c = 1 and da = Ob = dc

= dd = 0. It is clear from here that there exists a collection ru of a-antiholomorphic maps

of Dom(Ztt) into PSL(2,C) such that <r{p',TV)UV = TuOO^/i.T^uoOT,,-1. By (4.16)-(4.17),

the TU'S define an element A of \(n,%) with the property sti ted above.

The map A E A{fi,"R) —» fix can be linearized around A = O. This defines a linear

map fp, R of Prym(/i, H) into the holomorphic tangent space of Beltr(E) at ft. Explicitly,

such map is given by

v^ii{<*) = (W+ - 2u>°Z + u>~Z2)ldZ (4.28)

for n) in Prym(/i,ft), where Z is a generic coordinate of the projective structure

associated to (/z, Tl) and w is given in components by a matrix of the same form as (4.24).

The range H(/t, Tl) of the map u^n is precisely the complex vector space of all solutions

of the equation

(8 s + 2TId + (&R))v = 0. (4.29)

Proof. It is evident from (4.22) that (4.28) provides the differential of the map A -+

fix at A = G. By using the representation (4.10) of H1 it is straightforward to verify that

2-R.B + ^d\ (dZ). (4.30)
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Recalling that any differential u in Prym(ft, ft) is a-holomorphic, it is apparent that all

vectors of the form (4.28) satisfy equation (4.29). The converse is also true. For it is clear

that any solution u of eq. (4.29) is given locally in £ by an expression of the same form as

that in the right hand side of eq. (4.28) with W+, u>° and u~ arbitrary a-antiholomorphic

1-differentials. Demanding that these local solutions glue globally on £ in such a way to

yield an element of C - 1^(E) entails that U+, w° and u>~ satisfy (4.18), i.e. that u> is an

element of Prym(/i, H). QED

Let us study the properties of the space H(n,H) in more detail. Clearly, dim H(pi, H)

= dim Prym(n, H). Thus, dim H(ft,H) is finite dimensional and its dimension is at least

3^ - 3. For any Prym differential w in Prym(p, H), one has the representation

with

S(u>) =

where locally

Ôta(u) = 0, §ta(u) = CJ",

(d - i*d)Ta(u>) = o, &ra(w) = n°(w),

(4.31a)

, (4.31&)

(4.31c)

(4.3Id)

tl(w) being the unique A(/t)-meromorphic Prym differential of the second kind whose

period class equals the period class of u/. A(/t)-meromorphic Prym differentials are defined

as above by replacing a-antiholomorphy with A(/i)-meromorphy. Prym differentials of the

second kind are those whose poles, if any, have vanishing residue. Any Prym differential can

be represented in a universal covering of E as a polydromic vector differential. The period

class of the differential is defined by the values of its integrals on the paths joining any

chosen base point to all points that are equivalent to that point mudulo the action of the

universal covering group [30]. The existence of ft(u>) is garanteed by theorems of algebraic

geometry [30]. The proof of the above representation follows from substituting (4.31b) into

(4.31a) and then using (4.31c)-(4.31d). Note that S(u>) is an element of C- 1 0 (E \ P(w)),

where P(u) is the set of poles of tl(w). If P(u) is empty, then ulhn(^) is a fundamental

vector of Beltr(E) as a Diffc(E) principal bundle on Teich(E). If it is not, then c^/^io)

defines a direction transverse to Diffe(E) in that bundle. It is immediate to see that all

the elements of dLieAut(/j,7£) correspond to the trivial period class and, therefore, define

fundamental vectors of Beltr(E).
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For any holomorphic section H of Schw(E), one has a distribution of finite dimensional

subspaces in the holomorphic tangent bundle of Beltr(E) given by the map /i € Beltr(E) —»

HR(H) = H(n,Tl(n)). The distribution is holomorphic since eq. (4.29) with H replaced by

K{fi) has solutions depending holomorphically on fi locally in Beltr(E). It is not difficult

to see that the distribution is not Din%(£)-invariant for the action R defined by (2.1) even

when H is Diffc(E)-invariant.

5. The Polyakov action on a Riemann surface: explicit expression and prop-
erties.

Formally, a Polyakov action on £ is any functional T((t) defined for fi varying in some

open subset O of Beltr(E) and satisfying the following requirements: t) holomorphy in /*:

0;

U) solution of the conformai Ward identity (1.16):

(5.1)

(5.2)

(cfr. sect. 3). Here, TIo is » 0-holomorphic projective connection on E (cfr. sect. 4) and is

needed to render the integrand in (5.2) a well-defined density. T(p) depends on H0. Since

TCu is fixed once for all, I shall not indicate explicitly such dependence.

Now, I shall provide the general expression of any Polyakov action on E. The basic

ingredients are the following,

o) A Diif<;(E)-invariant simply connected open subset O of Beltr(E) (cfr. sect. 2).

b) An element u of H1^O x E) (cfr. sect. 2). It is assumed that w satisfies the Diffc(E)-

invariance condition (2.99) and that, for any ft in O, u>(/i) is not identically zero.

c) An element il of H1 (Q x E,x), where \ is a C-holomorphic multiplier (cfr. sect. 2).

It is assumed that fi and \ satisfy the Diffc(E)-invariance condition (2.99) and (2.100),

respectively, and that, for any (J. in O, U(/i) is nowhere vanishing.

d) A non-identically zero element u>u of J71(E,0) (cfr. sect. 2).

e) A nowhere vanishing element Do of IT1 (E,xo>0), where Xo is a 0-holomorphic multiplier

(cfr. sect. 2).

Recall that, for any Beltrami differential /i in Beltr(E), every monodromic //-holomorphic

1-differential has precisely 2g -2 zeros counting multiplicity [29]. For p in O, denote by

Pj(fi) the distinct zeros otw(fi) and by Uj{fi) the order of Pj{p). Similarly, denote by P0*
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the distinct zeros of W0 and by i/o* the order of Pofc. Choose a lift Pj(p) of Pj(fi) to the

universal covering surface X3ff of the universal covering IT depending continuously on ft (cfr.

sect. 2). Choose similarly a lift P0* of P0* to Hn. Then, for ft in O, any Polyakov action

r(fi) on £ can be written as

(5.3a)

where

= è~ \
, (5.36)

and $(/i) is an arbitrary functional of /t such that

«*(/») = 0.

(5.3d)

(5.3e)

Denote by O' the set of all fi'tt in O such that no one of the Pj(nYs coincide with any

of the Pot's. O' is a non-empty open subset of O. The integrand in the expression of

(5.3fc) is a well-defined absolutely integrable density for any fi in O'. Hence, Fi (fi) is

well-defined, finite and continuous for fi in that range. The logarithms ln(ft(/i)/u>0)(P)

and \n(u>(fi)/Ho)(P) appearing in the expression (5.3c) are understood to represent any

branch of the corresponding multivalued objects that is regular locally in O' x S. F2(^)

is singlevalued, finite and continuous for n varying in O'. Further, the sum F1(^) + F2(/x)

has a well-defined finite limit when n approaches ÔO' in O' and hence is continuous in O.

Proof. In this and other proofs of this section, I shall not indicate explicitly the

dependence on p of the various objects for the sake of brevity.

To begin with, I shall analyse the local properties of the above functional in O. For

small variations of /J, each Pj(fi) remains inside a given fundamental domain Dj of it. An

analogous statement holds also for each Pot trivially. Recall that, for any fundamental

domain D of tr, the restriction it\D of ir to D is a biholomorphism when S carries the

reference conformai structre a and Hn the lift by JT of a (cfr. sect. 2). Hence, for the

purpose of such analysis, one can act as if the fields entering in the exprexsion (5.3c) were
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defined in S and identify Pj and P0 k with Pj and P0*, respectively. This will no longer be

possible when analysing the global properties of those fnnctionals in O.

Before entering into the details of the proof, I shall state a mathematical lemma that

will be used repeatedly in the following. The lemma is a generalization of Cauchy residue

formula. Let / be a function defined and smooth near a point P of E and Z a coordinate

of A(ft) defined at P. Then, for any integer m > 0, one has

dZ
<t) (Z - >=ÏSUÏ'J / ( p ) ' (5.4)

where 5(P,«) is the disk {P' : P' e S, \z(P') - z(P)\ < e}, z being any coordinate of a

denned at P. To prove this identity, one first computes the left hand side of (5.4) for / =

(Z - Z(P)) with 0 < n < m. The calculation is carried out by expanding X in powers

of z - z(P) and z - z(P) and keeping only the terms of order e~k with non-negative fc.

The contour integration and limit can be performed by means of standard techniques of

complex calculus. At this stage, it is crucial to use the bound \/i\ < 1. In this way,

one verifies (5.4) for the above special choice of / . The result generalizes to t.n arbitrary

function / by expanding / in powers of Z — Z(P) and Z — Z(P) to order m.

In this and other proofs of this section, I shall employ a special set of coordinates.

Such local parameters will be used throughout, but the final result will be independent

from their choice. Let Zj be a coordinate of A(/i) defined near Pj and normalized so that

Zj(Pj) = 0 identically in fi. Similarly, let Zok be a coordinate of A(O) defined near Pu*

and normalized so that Zok(Pok) = 0. Since w has a zero of order Vj at Pj, one has the

singular expansion

lnw s= i/j hi Zj + regular terms (5.5)

near Pj and, analogously,

hi Wo = fot hi Zak + regular terms (5.6)

near P0 *.

The proof that the integrand in expression (5.36) is a well-defined density is straightfor-

ward. From (5.5)-(5.6), it follows readily that, for fi in O', the density diverges as ~ 1/Zj

near Pj and as ~ 1/Z0* near P0* • Thus, it is absolutely integrable. The well-definedness

of the expression (5.3c) for ft in O' is manifest.

Since the integrand density in the expression (5.36) of Fi is absolutely integrable for fi

in O' and depends continuously on fi in that range and the integration domain is compact,
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Fi is continuous in C . By inspection, it is apparent that, by a suitable choice of the branch

of the logarithms in expression (5.3c), !'2 can be made continuous on any sufficiently small

open subset of O'. Clearly, this latter property holds also for the sum Fi + F2. Now, I

shall show that, if /*(0) belongs to O \ Q', then Fi + F3 has a finite limit as (i tends to

/i'0) in O'. Suppose that, for fi — /ti^°\ one has P7 = P0*, for j varying in a subset J of

indices. It is obvious, from (5.5)-(5.6), that, in that instance, the integrand density in the

expression (5.36) of Fi is no longer absolutely integrable. For such reason, it is not possible

to straightforward interchange the order of integration and limit as y. —» /i(1)) in the right

hand side of (5.36). To cope with that problem, choose e7- small but finite, such that P7

is contained in B(POkj,*j) for any j in J and 27(P0^, e;-) and B(P1)I1., ,ey) have empty

intersection for j ^= j in J. In (5.3b), the integral over S is the sum of an integral over

S \Uje j2?(P0fcj , e7) and one over Ujejl^Pofcjjej). In the first integral, one can interchange

integration and limit as fi —* /*'°*, since the integration domain is independent from fi and

the singularities of the integrand density are well outside the integration domain. In the

second integral, one can use the singular expansion of the integrand near the P / s and the

Pot's. The resulting expression combines with F2 in such a way that the limit as p -» /i("'

exists finite. Let us illustrate this analysis in greater detail. The absolutely non-integrable

part of the integrand density in (5.36) is given by

\ (5.7)

up to a factor J/ji/oJfcj /24ir, where the identity BZotj = 0 has been used (cfr. eq. (2.3) with

(i = 0). By using (5.7), Stokes' theorem and (5.4), one finds

.,-.'J)

dz A dz fidZjdZokj

2i ZjZaki

ZOkj

j + P1n ( P j ) _ l n ( n

PS —0+ 2i JdB(Pokj ,Pj )

, ) ] . (5.8)
eB(POkj,ti)\{P'}

In applying Stokes' theorem, one has to take into account the fact that hi Zj has a branch

cut emanating from P7 and intersecting OB(P0It1, ej) at some point P*. The second term
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in the middle member of (5.8) is the contribution of the branch cut of In Zj. The branch of

In Zu*; is chosen so that its branch cut intersects 05(P0*,, «;) also at P*. From (5.7)-(5.8),

it follows that

^ ) = lim Q , { ~ / £^ [2*0 /1+2*0 + 01

+ 01nw0ju + 01n «o01nw J - ^j-p-[inZ0^(Pj) - InZj(P04, )] J (5.9a)

exists finite in C with

i>. (5.96)

where Z / 0 ' = Zj(H^). The contributions of order ey comes from the non-singular part

of the integrand density in the left hand side. From (5.3c) and the expansions (5.5)-(5.6),

it follows that

A0(e;) = A0 = lii r2 + ^ ki )] J (5.10)

exists finite in C. Finally, from (5.9) and (5.10), one obtains that

dzAdz
lim (IT1+T2) = lim l~

2t 27lo0 + 20V

f»)
A / ( c i ) ?» ( 5 1 1 )

exists finite in C. The existence and nniteness of the limit as the Cj 's tend to 0 of the surface

integral follow from standard analytic arguments from the theory of Cauchy principal value

and, crucially, from the fact that |/*(0) | < 1 everywhere in £. The existence and finiteness

of the limit as e;- tjnds to 0 of Aj(ej) follow from (5.96) by inspection. From (5.11), it

follows that the branches of the logarithms contained in the expression (5.3c) of F2 can be

chosen so that the sum Fi + F2 is continuous locally in O. Later, I shall show that this

property holds globally in O.

The derivation of the basic variational formulae for F invokes repeatedly the following

relations which follow from the definition of u, ft, w0 and H0 and from (2.70) with j = 1

perhaps with /x = 0 and from (4.3) with /i = 0:

- dfi = 0, (5.12)
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[d - HO)IaCl - d(i = O,

S = 0,

0 = 0,

Bn0 = o,

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

Let Sf [Sf) denote the infinitesimal variation of a function / with respect to ft, {p.). Then

= Q, Slnu = 0, (

0 = o, înQ = o.

(5.18a, b)

(5.19a, b)

(5.20a, ft)

(5.21a, b)

Relations (5.17a) and (5.18a) follow readily from (5.12) and (5.13), respectively. (5.176)

and (5.186) are a direct consequence of the holomorphy in /i of w and H, respectively.

(5.19)-(5.21) follow trivially from the independence of w0, flo and 7Ju from /i.

Let us compute the variation SV. Suppose for the time being that fi lies in O', so

that no one of the PJ'B coincide with any of the Pot's. Consider first IV To compute 61T1,

it is not possible to straightforwardly interchange the order of integration and variation

when applying S to the right hand side of (5.3b). Indeed, from (5.5)-(5.6), it is apparent

that the application of B to the combination dlnw produces a non-integrable singularity

~ -VjdZjSZj/Zj2 near Pj. This mandates the introduction of a cut-off. Choose points Qj

of S independent from /* and tj > 0 such that Pj is contained in B(Qj,ej) and B(Qj,ej)

and B[QjI, ey ) have empty intersection for j ^ j '. In (5.36), the integral over E is the sum

of an integral over E \ UjB[Qj1 tj) and one over UjB[Qj, ey). Upon applying the variation

S, one can interchange the order of integration and variation in the first integral, since the

integration domain is independent from /t and the integration singularities produced by

the action of S on the integrand are well outside of the integration domain. The action

of 6 on the second integral can be dealt with by exploiting the fact that the integrand is

near Pj of the form (d + [6lauo))fiUjdZj/Zj + terms that are regular when acted upon

by 6, by (5.5)-(5.6). Since the variation cannot depend on the choice of the Q/s and e/s
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one can set Qj = Pj and take the limit Cy —> 0+ at the very end to simplify the resulting Rene

expression. Proceeding in this way, one obtains (2.3

one
^r1 = 6aT + SR, (5.22)

where

+ d In u-dp + 0 In o>u<9 In u> J , (5.23)

Ne:,
"i .%^*/. =TFX" --""^--M . (5.24)

The existence and finiteness of the limit ae the e;'s tend to 0 of the surface integral in

the right hand side of (5.23) follow from standard analytic arguments from the theory of

Cauchy principal value and from the fact that |^| < 1 everywhere in S. The existence and

finiteness of the limit as the e/s tend to 0 of the expression in the right hand side of (5.24) Fro

will be shown below in a moment. Consider IV The calculation of 6T2 is straightforward = a

from (5.3c), (5.13)-(5.14). The result has the following form

^r2 = ̂ r + SS, (5.25)

where

{ !>[ 010^] £ } (5-26)
6S = al Ç "i [(« + (9^0)MPJ)SZ(PJ) + dlaW<\Pj)(6Zj(Pj)

+ (Sz(Pj) + n(Pj)Sz(Pj))dZj(Pj)) I. (5.27)

Now, I shall show that SR — -SS. To this end, a few preliminary identities are needed. pr

By applying the variation S to the identity Zj(Pj) = 0 and using (2.3), one obtains a n

SZj(Pj) + (Sz(Pj) + p(Pj)6z(Pj))8Zj(Pj) = 0. (5.28)
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Hence, the second term within square brackets in (5.27) vanishes identically. Next, from
(2.3), one has the variations! identity (d-/IB)SZj = SnBZj. From this relation and (5.4),

one finds that, for any function / defined and smooth at Pj,

o+2

1 / f.ffZA M)C*

= 0. (5.29)

Next, from (2.3) and (5.14), one has the identity

(0+(a in Wo))IIdZj /Zj

Zj/o>o)dzj/zj

Zj]-B]^HdZiIu0)OZiIZi). (5.30)

From (5.30), Stokes' theorem, (2.6), (5.4), (5.28), (5.29) and the variational identity SdZj
= dZjdSZj/dZj + dzSfidZj, which follows readily from (2.6), one gets

Q.=p.f dE Adz

- « l i m - ^ 7 / ^-
Pi— o+ 2nt JBB(P1 iPy) Zj

+ ] +
= -ir(0+(01n W0 ))n(Pj)6z(Pj). (5.31)

From (5.24), (5.27), (5.28) and (5.31), it follows immediately that SR + SS = 0, as
anounced earlier. Then from (5.3a), (5.22) and (5.25), one finds the relation

«r = SaT + 6hT + «*, (5.32) -H,

i
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where 60F and ^F are given by (5.23) and (5.26) respectively. Let us compute 6aT.

Consider the integrand in the right hand side of (5.23). By (5.19a) and (5.21a), one finds

= d

Fron

(0 + (01nw))^+(0 + + (0 + (01nwo))/i«lnw

+ [272.0 - 2Ô2Inw0 + (0InW0)
2 - (0 - (0InW0))0ln(w/w0) 1 */*•

From (5.12), (5.14) and (5.17a), one has

- 0(0

= - (8 - ltd -

- 5 ôln(w/a;o)$lnu> + dln(w

[ zl
(0 — (01nwo))01n(w/wo) — (01n(w/wo)) \6fi.1

From (5.12), (5.14), one has further

By introducing (5.34) into (5.33) and then by using (5.35), one obtains

2TCo/< + 202Z* + 0 In u>od(i + 0In wdft + d In wQd\a wu
J

1

-202InW+ (01nw)2W-

(5.33)

(5.34)

(5.35)

(5.36)

Next, one introduces (5.36) into (5.23). The total derivative terms yield, upon applying

Stokes1 theorem, a set of line integrals on loops of infinitésimal size cut around the singu-

larities of those terms, that is the PJ'B and the Pofc's. Let us compute those line integrals.
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M)

p

From the singular expansion (5.5) and from (5.29), one finds

Um _ L / dzld + {d\nw))Sfi

i
= hm —

2

= 0.

Next, set

(5.37)

(5.38)

locally in the domain of Zj. From (2.20), (2.72) and (2.73), //(C) is a holomorphic function

denned and non-vanishing at C = 0. From (5.38) and (5.4), one obtains

lim -—;
2

1
- lim - - ;

o+2«

r 4Z1 IdSZj

mm
From the singular expansion (5.6) and from (5.4), one finds

lim
2

,. 1= hm —

0+ iff» J9B(Pok,tok)

= - "0*5 hi U)(P0*)-

From (5.23), (5.36), Stokes' theorem, (5.37)-(5.40), one finds eventually

Jj1n / * * ̂  **2r.. ItJ AÏ1 i _/fl1_...\2

(5.40)

(5.41)
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The computation of 6&F is easier. To this end, define, locally in the domain of Zj,

= Cl/dZj. (5.42)

From (2.20), (2.72) and (2.73), the function Fj(Q is holomorphic and non-vanishing at

- 0. By using (5.13). (5.14), (5.19a), (5.20a) and (5.42), one finds readily

. (5.43)

From (5.32), (5.41) and (5.43), one can easily compute 6T. The result is

(cfr. eqs. (5.38) and (5.42)). Although this formula has been obtained for p in O', it

obviously extends also to O since all reference to W0 has disappeared in the right hand side

and T1 + T3 has been shown to possess a finite limit when y. approaches dO' in O'. (5.44)

is a general variational formula that will be used also in other contexts.

Let us compute ST. By a calculation completely analogous to that leading to (5.32),

one can show that formulae similar to (5.23), (5.26) and (5.32) hold with the variational

operator 6 replaced everywhere by 6. To compute ST one needs to know 6Zj(Fj). It is not

obvious that this vanishes, because the normalisation condition Zj(Pj) = 0 may cause a

non-holomorphic dependence on ft, but it is nevertheless true. Since Pj is a zero of u> of

order Vj, one has 0"'"1W(P,) = 0 but (W(Pj) ^ 0. By applying 6 to the former relation

and taking into account the latter and (5.176), one finds

(5.45)

Now, by applying the variation 6 to the identity Zj(Pj) = 0, one obtains a relation similar

to (5.28) with 6 replaced by 6. From such relation and (5.45), one obtains

(5.46)

as anoi

(5.23).
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as anounced. From (5.17b), (5.18b), (5.19b), (5.20b), (5.21b), (5.46), and the 6 analogs of

(5.23), (5.26) and (5.32), one obtains immediately

ST = 0. (5.47)

Therefore, F depends holomorphically on ft. As in the calculation of (F, it is assumed

in the above derivation that fi lies in Q', so that no one of Pj1S coincide with any of the

Pofc's- The absence of any reference to W0 in (5.47) and the fact that Fi + F2 has a finite

limit when ft approaches 80' in O' ensure also in this case that (5.47) extends to O.

Parenthetically, note that Fi is not holomorphic on ft, even though formally it would seem

so, because of the cut-off.

Now, the basic relations needed to complete the proof are available. (5.47) entails

readily that the expression (5.3) of F satisfies (5.1). (5.44) is also the key to the computation

of sT. To this end, one replaces the operator 6 by the Slavnov operator s and uses the

relations (2.10), (3.16) and (3.19) with j = 1 together with the relations (5.38), (5.42).

From (2.10), one finds readily

sZj = CdZj. (5.48)

Consistency of (3.19) and (5.48) requires that

'MO = 0,

sFj(O = 0.

(5.49)

(5.50)

Further, one has

{8- pd + (dn))c\itQ-#lnw + 5'0In wf]

+ C(8 -pd- 2(dfi)) f - U0 + Ô2Inw - ^(01nu>)2l.

From (5.12) and (5.16), one has also

(5.51)

(5.52)

The next step consists in substituting the identities (5.51) and (5-52) into (5.44) and

eliminating the total derivative terms by means of Stokes' theorem. This yields a set of
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line integrals which are computed by a procedure similar to that used earlier. From (5.38),

(2.3) and (5.4), one has

lim —T i (dz + fidz)c(Ho-{Plnw +UdInu>

»j—0+ 2irt

(5.53)

From (5.44), (5.48)-(5.50), (5.3e), (5.51)-(5.52), Stokes' theorem and (5.53), one verifies

readily that sT is given by (5.2).

Next, I shall show that the sum Fi + Ti is non-singular and singlevalued in O. The

proof is based on a few simple remarks. I have shown earlier that Fi + F2 can be made

continuous on any sufficiently small open subset of O by a suitable choice of the branch

of the logarithms appearing in the expression (5.3c). So non-singularity is out of question.

The map fi -* Pj(p) is certainly continuous. As O is simply connected by assumption,

any loop in 0 is contractible and so is the image of that loop by the map Pj(-). So,

if fi is carried around a closed loop in O, Pj(y) never winds around a non-trivial loop

of E. Correspondingly, Pj(fi) descibes a closed loop in £*. For such reason, the only

multivaluedness of Fi + F2 can arise when /x is carried along a closed loop in O such that

one or more of the Pj(/*)'s wind around one or more of the P0* 's. K such operation is

performed, then the Pj(/x)'s with the same labels j as the PJ(/J)'B wind the same number

of times with the same orientation around certain points 7*.(^ot) with the same labels k

as the Pofc'S) where the 7**8 are elements of the universal covering group Deck* of n (cfr.

sect. 2). Then, one has

(5.54a)

, (5.54*)

Vj In (fl/wo) (Pj) -*Vj]n (fl/

1/0* In (w/

and siiu
propenj
considrj
merely

If.

fact, a I
zeros rq
zeros.

r.l
Put's.

the ex;
are aii I

(cfr. 34

where I

(cfr.
circle

Ï

where the n,-/s are certain integers. From (5.54) and (5.3c), it follows that Fi + Fz is left

unchanged, i.e. it is singlevalued. This completes the proof of the theorem. QED

As a remark, if fl(/t) had zeros, then (5.3) would still define a local solution in O of

(5.1)-(5.2). But F2(/i) would be singular at the zeros of Q(/x). Further, it may happen

that when p is transported along a closed loop, some of the Pj(^)1S circle around some of

the zeros of Cl(f*). This would render F2(/i) multivalued in O. F(p) could be non-singular
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and singlevalued only if the functional $(p) had compensating singularity and monodromy
properties. This would reneder the next natural step of the programme, the study of $(ft),
considerably more complicated. The assumption that fto is free of zeros is, conversely,
merely simplifying.

If one assumes that fl{p) is nowhere vanishing, then ft is necessarily polydromic. In
fact, as noticed earlier, monodromic /i-holomorphic 1-differentials necessarily have 2g • 2
zeros counting multiplicity. Only polydromic /i-holomorphic 1-differentials can be free of
zeros. An explicit realization of such objects will be provided later in this section.

F2(^t) obviously depends on the choice of the lifts PjOO and Pu* of the PjOO'8 and the
Put's. From (5.1)-(5.2), a change of such choice amounts to a redefinition of the functional

An alternative expression of T(fi) exists. The following is indeed the form in which
the expression of F(/t) was discovered in ref. [25]. Suppose that the lifts PyOO and Pot-
arc all contained in one and the same fundamental domain D of the universal covering it

(cfr. sect. 2). Then,

T{n) = F s(/0 + T4(Jt) + F5(M) + # 0 0 . (5.5Sa)

where $00 is as in (5.3) and

dz A dz I 21lofi +

+ 0In il{n)Ddfi + 91n fio

48«
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>)(*«)

, (5.556)

(5.55c)

(5.55<f)

(cfr. eq. (2.55)). Here, D(U0) is the dissection of D obtained by cutting infinitesimal
circles around the zeros Po/t of u>0 and then by connecting them by a cut to a corner of D.

Proof. Prom (5.12)-(5.15), one has the identities

Ôln(u>/no)(/iÔmn + On) - d]n((l/wo)(t*dlnu> + du)

d\In(n/w0)ain(o;/no)] - «f (5.56)
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Now, use the identity (5.56) in the expression (5.36) of Fi and apply Stokes' theorem to

transform the derivative terms. This procedure yields a set of line integrals. A part of these

are already in the form shown in (5.55c). The remaining integrals run on infinitesimal loops

cut around the P,'s and are to be treated in tbe same way as similar integrals encountered

in the previuos proof. In terms of the coordinates Zj of A(/i) defined in the paragraph of

eq. (5.5)-(5.6), such line integrals are of the form

—j Um <f> ln(ftrj

I 1 . / ' " dZj
— : Km <t ~~nivj

(5.57)

By using (5.57), (5.55) follows immediately. QED

Consider the derivative 6T(it)/6p. This is an element of C2'0(H). From this remark,

(5.2) and (3.16) one finds readily the differential Ward identity

(B-pd-

This relation entails that

M ^ ( Ô 3 + 2TC0S +

\2n

(5.58)

(5.59)

where TCr(^) is an element of Proj(£,/i) depending holomorphically on n [8], defining a

holomorphic section of Schw(S) (cfr. sect. 4). By using the expressions (5.3) or (5.55) of

T(fi), it is possible to compute TCr(/i) explicitly. From (5.58), it is evident that TCrO*) is

determined up to the addition of an arbitrary element of H2(O x S). This indétermination

reflects the non-uniqueness of the functional $(/*) appearing in either (5.3) or (5.55).

Before proceeding to the calculation of TCr (M), it is necessary to state some rather

general assumptions on the nature of the distributions that give the variations 6ia((i) and

6Q(n) in terms of S/i. The treatment of both variations is essentially identical. Let ^ be a

Diffc(£)-invariant element of H\(O x S). The general form of the expression of S<p(n) in

terms of ifi is

(5.60)

fc

It is sensible to assume that the distributional kernel S<f>(n)(P)/6p(P') is an ordinary func-

tion outside the diagonal {(P,P') : (P,P') € £* x S, Tt(P) = P'}. It is also reasonable to
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assume that the distribution (5.60) obeys some strong continuity condition in Sp. Here,

i - the space of the 6/n's is given a topology by means of a Sobolev norm of the form \\Sp\\2

m s -Jz ^T^P^CjtLoP *I^P*^*I2> where p is a metric on E (an everywhere srictly positive

j a element of C1^(E)) and Vp is the corresponding Riemann-Christoffel-Ricci-Levi Civita

, .f connection. Different choices of p induce equivalent topologies. Under the general assump-

> tions listed above, the following holds. For fixed P in E*, S<f>(p)(P)/Sp(P') belongs to

r H2 (O x (E \ {*(P)})). For fixed P' in E, 6<i>(p)(Py6p(P') belongs to H\ (O x (E \ {P1})).

For P' approaching Tf(P), one has the singular expansion

~ IT o*\r>°*\r > X(Z(P') - Z(P)f + Z(P') - Z(P)

• ) + regular terms >, (5.61)

where Z is a coordinate of A(p) defined near n(P) and P'. (Recall that Z(ir(P)) = Z(P),

where in the right hand side Z is viewed as a coordinate of A(/i) in En , see sect. 2). 9<i>(p)
1 is defined by (2.72) with J = I and is computed with respect to Z. Further, (5.60) can be

written as

woou»)» "» / dzAd*StW(P) ( M a )
8) V ' } '-«+ h\B(«(PU) 2t Sp

Proof. Consider (5.60). One can write 6fi as the sum of two parts 6fi'( and Sfi", where
6fi'f vanishes inside B(ir(P),e/2) and Sp" vanishes outside B(n(P),e) and 6p't —* Sp and

'9) V»' -» 0 in the Sobolev norm topology as e -» 0+. Then, the fact that S(f>(P)/Sfi(P')

is a regular function outside the diagonal and that (6<j>(P)/6fi,6fi) is continuous in Sn

with respect to the Sobolev norm topology implies that (5.60) can be written as a cut off
integral of the form (5.62), where the integration runs on some fundamental domain D of
the universal covering group. Since Sp belongs to C - 1^(E) and (5.60) is independent of
D, 64(P)ISp(P') belongs to C2 0(E \ {v(P)}) for fixed P and p. Further, since 6<f> belongs
to Ci'°(E), for fixed P' and p, S^(P)/Sp(P') belongs to Ci'0(E \ {P1}). Now, from (3.15),

; i er (3.16) and (3.19) with j = 1, it follows that
nd
3 a ^ = 6{34) for Sp= (8-pd + (dp))E, E = t + pt, (5.63)

where £ is an element of C~ l i0(E) representing an infinitesimal diffeomorphism. Suppose
H vanishes near the point ir(P). Then, by (5.62), (5.63) and Stokes' theorem, one has

.60)

(5.64)
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for the above special choice of S. Since E is otherwise arbitrary away from the point rr(P), (5.1

one finds that P01

{dp. - p(P')dP, - 2ÔM(P')) I ^ = 0 for P' Î ,,(P). (5.65)

Hence, St(P)/Sp(P') belongs to J?2(E \ {JT(P)}, /I) for fixed P and p. Next, from (2.70)

with j = 1, one has (5.

(B - pÔ - (Op))St = à(Spt). (5.66) ir(

Suppose j/i vanishes near H-(P). Then, from (5.62) and (5.66), one has

- S 1 1 ( B P - P(P)OP - Op(P)) 6^p. (5.67)

for the above special choice of Sp. Since Sp is otherwise arbitrary away from ir(P), one

has

(BP - p(P)dp - Op(P)) H ^ = 0 for ir(P) ? P'. (5.68)

Hence, S<f>(P)/Sp(P') belongs to .ff*(£\{P'}r/i) for fixed P' and p. Finally, since $ depends

holomorphically on p, so does 6(f>(P)/Sp(P').

Next, consider the limit P' -» :r(P)of 6</>(P)/6p(P'). On account of the /t-holomorphy

of S<I>(P)/Sp(P') in both P and P', one has a singular expansion of the form

Sé(p) —î . . r «—* a*,! M i •
^=Jr = —OZ(P)OZ(P')2 \ Y /„,«,1 »/,,11 .» + regular terms >, (5.69)
tfu(P') w x ' v ' 1 ^ (Z(P') - Z(P))m+1 J

as P' -» TT(P). R:om (5.63), (5.62), (5.65), Stokes' theorem, the expansion (5.69), (2.6)

and the lemma (5.4), one finds for a general S

Kmt (dz
'-0+ 2 / O

^dZ(P)Y qm(P)—A i=d) (OZS)(P). (5.70)

tr *
From (5.70), (2.7), (2.71) and (2.72) - i th j = 1, one checks immediately that ^0 = dz

et, n

f; qi = 9<̂  and qm = 0 for m > 2, proving (5.61). As a consistency check, let us verify that c
M
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(5.66) holds for arbitrary Sfi'a. Choose p > 0 small but finite and Q in £. According to

Poincaré's 8 lemma, for any regular density r and any point P in B(Q, p)

(BP- H(P)SP) I "t** ..1 *=*£sin (5.64)
JB(Q,P) 2t z(") - z °z

where Z is a coordinate of A(H) defined in B(Q, p). From (5.62), (5.68), (2.3), the expansion

(5.61), (2.20), (2.71), Stokes' theorem, (5.29) and the above relation, one finds that, when

if(P) is contained in B(Q, p),

•>»-#)n{-/
* I JB(Q,p)7) * / dzàHV » V / w*\ v

2 / f l B ( Q ,p ) Z(P) - Z 2 3ZV* '.™+JaBlQ,t) Z(P) - Z

16 = 6(6H4>)(P), (5.72)

completing the proof. QED

It should be noted that S^(P)/SH(P1) has the same formal properties as the correla-

tor of an energy-momentum tensor operator and a U(I) current density operator, (5.61)

representing the standard operator product expansion. So, on physical grounds, the above

relations are expected.

Now, one possesses all elements needed to write down the expression of the projective

connection Hr(n) appearing in (5.59). For /x in O, one has
.Î9)

6) ' "
where

(5.736)
3

vni±
U

+

r

Here, Pn is the covariant derivative associated the polydromic ji-holomorphic affine con-

>̂ nection dlnft(/i). %T(H) is everywhere smooth in spite of the fact that the first three
i a t contributions in the right hand side of (5.73a) are singular at the zeros PJ(H) of <«>(/x).
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Proof. The proof is based on the general variational formula (5.44). The strategy

consists in expressing the integrated contributions in the right hand side of (5.44) in terms

of the variations 6u> and 6Sl and then in expressing those variations in terms of Sft by means

of the integral formula (5.62) with <f> = u>, fl. From (5.38), it is not difficult to obtain the

following identities

+ (5.74a)

Nc
04
one

= (V1+ r+" [(i+fj

dv>-Hu3 = Uj\(dZj)v> [fj(Zj)6Zj + 0(Zj)],

i(Zj) + 0(Zj)], (5.74b)

(5.75a)

j) + 0(Zj)J, (5.75b)

From (5.38), (5.42) and (5.74)-(5.75), one finds that

Fro
vi

res

for

In the very last step, I have exploited the fact dxut(Pj) = 0 for A < i/, and dySu(Pj) = 0

for A < Vj - 1, as noticed earlier.

Next, one has to substitute the integral formula (5.62) with <j> = w, il into the right

hand side of (5.76) and express everything as a cut-off integral of a density. The latter

step is not trivial, since it involves the exchange of integration and differentiation when dx

acts on the right hand side of (5.62). Let v < Vj. Choose p > 0 small but finite. Then,

h\B(P,e) p=p.
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/
V\B{Pj,p)

2 t 6fi

pPj

lim /
dz A dz Su>(P)

2t Sfi
(5.77)

Now, I shall show that the second term in the right hand side vanishes in the limit p —>

0+. By using the expansion (5.61), the vaxiational relation (5.66) with <f> = u) and (2.3),

one finds that

near Pj. One needs further the expansion

From (5.38), the limit to be computed vanishes manifestly for all values of v except for
Vj-I and Vj because of the suppressing factor Z"-' and Z^' ~ appearing in u and Su,

respectively. By using (5.78), Stokes1 theorem, (2.6), (5.79), (5.4) and (5.29), one obtains,
for v = Uj, Vj — 1,

dz Adz Su(P)
hm id"P hm I

P - 0 + I ^ 0 + J B ( P J 1

2t

h
%

vj(v

]} + d

- vl(dZj

0. (5.80)
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In the very last step, I have used (5.75). It follows immediately from here that one can if -)

interchange the order of differentiation at P7 and cut-off integration. From this remark, \ >s

(5.62) with <j> — w, ft and (5.76), one obtains (5.73) immediately. The smoothness of TJp

can be verified straightforwardly by plugging (5.38), (5.42) and the expansion (5.61) with

<j> = w, ft into (5.73) and then by checking that all the singular terms cancel out. QED ,

To conclude this section, I shall outline briefly an explicit construction of the poly-

dromic !-differential ft. Define „,(,,

~ EjL1 Pr + AfrOMfQ) IELi EM(P',Pr)

a lift of a zero P^(fi) of u^(fi) depending continuously on /z. Since <r(/i)(P, P') has no

zeros, ft(/i) suffers no branch cut singularities. It is a straightforward matter to verify that

ft(^t) is a polydromic /i-holomorphic !-differential on S. Its multiplier x is given by

if 7 is an element of Deck* lying above the loop ar and
H

Fin
where P and P ' are points of E * . Here, the P r 's are g points of Hn such that the matrix

u>r(n)(Pt) is non-singular (cfr. sect. 3). $((\r(n)) is Riemann's theta function. T(/X) is the g

period matrix (cfr. eq. (3.10)). l(fi) is the Jacobi map of ft. A(/ i ) is the Riemann class of .

li. E((i)(P, P') is the prime form of ft [28].

From general theorems concerning the theta function and the prime form [28] it can 8U^ n

be proven that: a) <r(fi){P,P') is a polydromic fi-holomorphic g/2 differential in P and u

a polydromic /i-holomorphic —g/2 differential in P', b) it is independent from the points t s

Pi, c) it is nowhere vanishing and d) its dependence on ft is holomorphic and compatible pTC ,(.

with pull-back by diffeomorphisms, that is , for any diffeomorphism / in DifFc(E), one has iS

'(Rf(H))(P, P1) = fx f;<r(fi)(P,P').

Q(n) is expressed in terms of er(fi) as

a / (5.82) s p e ,,

pat
where ii/1* and w(2^ are distinct Diffc(£)-invariant elements of H1^O x E) and P ( 1 )( /*) «S

(5.83a)
No

Th1Ï ltl

-(g-l)P)+nr]j, (5.83b) ex, h)
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if 7 is an element of Deck* lying above the loop br, where the m r 's and n r 's are integers.

X is normal (cfr. eq. (2.53)). H(fi) satisfies the further identity

Q(Ii)(P) = T,Po<r(ri(P,Po )2/>Sl(n)(Po), (5.84)

where qp0 is a 2/g-th. root of 1. From here, it follows that ïl(p) is either nowhere vanishing

or vanishes identically. The vanishing occurs at those Beltrami differentials /i in O lot

which P^(p) happens to coincide with some of the zeros of w'2)(/x). Recalling that the

coincidence of points of S is a property invariant under diffeomorphisms, it is clear that,

upon perhaps restricting the set O1 it can be assumed that il(fi) is nowhere vanishing.

Finally, it can be checked that ft defines a Diffc(E)-invariant element of H1 (O x E,x).

6. Discussion and conclusion.

Let F a be a Polyakov action defined on a Diffc(E)-invariant open simply connected

subset O0, of Beltr(S). Set

( ) onOan0^«. (6.1)

11

a

ts

»• From (5.1)-(5.2), it follows that

= 0, (6.2)

= 0. (6.3)

It is clear from (6.1)-(6.3) that £a/?(/*) defines a holomorphic line bundle on Teichmueller

space Teich(S), which is necesarily holomorphically trivial (cfr. sect. 3). Hence, for each

patch a, there is a functional rja(ti) such that

= 0, (6.5)

. _ . . . .->)/»&»(**)• (6-6)

Now, redifine ra(n) as

TO (M) ~* Tc(A*) - lni7<,0*). (6.7)

This operation fixes the undetermined functional $o(/i) which appears in the general

expression (5.3) of any Polyakov action. Further, by (6.1), Ta(n) is the restriction to On ^ ;
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of a well-defined functional T(fi) defined for every y. in Beltr(E) and satisfying (5.1)-(5.2). By n

Stated with different words, T(fi) is a Polyakov action on BeHr(E).

To F there is associated n holomorphic section.er of the holomorphic Hodge line

bundle £ 1CE) on Beltr(E), given
win c

e r = e x p ( r ) e i . (6.8)

(cfr. eqs. (3.6)-(3.7)). The chjral determinant Dj for a fermionic spin j b-c system with

j a positive integer is given by

Dj = CXp(KjT) • ej. (6.9)

By the Mumford isomorphism (3.5), one has

Di = [J)**', (6.10)

i.e. Dj is the Kj-th tensor power of er . These relations play an important role in the

analysis of modular invariance. Hen

The section er provides also a Hermitian metric GT on the dual £'(E)V of the Hodge ^r

line bundle £l(E). Explicitly,

Gr=er®?, (6.11) P(**
ZT (

This metric is related to the Quillen metric [15]. The energy-momentum tensor

* hoi

constitutes a flat holomorphic connection on £*(E)V compatible with the metric Gr* This

connection has been computed explicitly in sect. 5 (cfr. eqs. (5.59) and (5.73)).

From (5.59), it follows that to the Polyakov action T there is canonically associated

a holomorphic section TIT of Schw(E). Hr is Diffc(E)-invariant and, therefore, represents

also a holomorphic section of Hubbard space Hubb(E) (cfr. sect. 4). Holomorphy is

obvious from (5.59). The proof of Diffe(E)-invariance requires some argument.

Proof. Let us denote by S the differentiation operator on the manifold Beltr(S). 6

anticommutes with a, Sa + a6 = 0. From (5.2), one has



By using the identity

San = Slides) + d6nC{y) + (8-fid + (0(I))SC(Ii), (6.14)

which follows readily from (3.16), one obtains

dzhdz ST(fi)

2t r

+ »HT(H)

(2(Uo - RT(H))B + (B(H0 - %

- f ULuJlSC(H)(B3+21R0B+ (8TIo))A- (6.15)

Now, from (6.13) and (6.15), one finds

I •*-'. ZSn\s7lr(ii) -(B3 + 2Ur(ii)B + (8RT(H)))CW| = 0. (6.16)

Hence, HT satisfies (4.14), which is an equivalent statement of the Diffc(E)-invariance of

nT. QED

For any Beltrami differential y. in Beltr(S), one may consider the projective structure

P(H,KT(H)) associated to the element (;t,TCr W ) °f Schw(E). In terms of the coordinates
o f P(^. ̂ r (/*)), the relation

holds (cfr. eq. (4.10). In this relation, one may perform the local substitution

where a, 6, c and d are arbitrary local a-antimeromorphic functions such that ad - 6c =

1. This is the passive form of the SL(2,C) symmetry in conformai field theory on higher

genus Riemann surfaces. The infinitesimal generators of all transformations of this type

are given by
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and form a SL(2, C) loop algebra on the field C of complex numbers attached to each

point (i of the manifold Beltr(E). mom

If A is an a-antiholomorphic connection in A(fi, Rr(^)), then A acts on the coordinates up t

ZrO*) by the PSL(2,C) transformation (4.21). The transformation yealds a coordinate the o

Zr{n)x belonging to the projective structure P(pA,Rr(fi)) (cfr. (4.22)-(4.23)). Zr(/i)A is moa

given locally by either (4.27) or (6.19) and, hence, leaves the Scwarzian derivative in the on u

right hand side of (6.18) invariant. (I am assuming that the transformation is non singular. p to

Alternatively, the above can be restated in infinitesimal form.) This is the active form of sym

the SL(2,C) symmetry in conformai field theory on higher genus Riemann surfaces. As a tens

matter of principle, however, this is not a true symmetry, in the sense that the projective

connection 7tr(MA) needs not equal ftr(ft)) m general. To see why, one has to use the itse

identity a st:

{8 - »d - 2{dn))6UT{n) = (9s + 2ttr(M)0 + (dKT{ri))6n, (6.20)

which follows from (4.3). The tangent vectors v of Beltr(E) at /t corresponding to the

infinitesimal PSL(2, C) transformations at y. form the subspace H(n,Rr(n)) and are pre-

cisely the zero modes of the differential operator in the right hand side (cfr. eqs. (4.28)-

(4.29)). For such tangent vectors, 6u1lr{/i) = {6%r(f*), v) is a generally non-zero element

of H2(H,fi) (cfr. eq. (2.70)). Now, eq. (4.28) shows that the space of Prym differen-
Fev

tials Prym(/u,%r(ju)) parametrizes the infinitesimal SL(2, C) transformations at ft. The
transformations corresponding to elements u; of Prym(ji,ftr(/*)) such that P(u) = 9 are

infinitesimal diffeomorphisms (see eq. (4.31) and following discussion). In such case, by

the Diff,;(E)-invariance of T̂ r» one has
in

(w), (6.21) ™
TT «

by (4.31a). If w belongs to 5LieAut(/ i ,7lr( /0)> then P(w) = 8 and eq. (6.21) holds. cor

In this particular case, fv^r(M)l»sV f l * r ( p , (w) = 0» since, in (4.316), the T°(w)'s can be fa<

assumed to vanish, so that the right hand side of (6.20) vanishes too, by (4.30). For a ide

general Prym differential u with P(w) = (9 the vanishing of Sv'R-r(fi)\u=vl, K (|l)(w) would inc>

not be compatible with the Diffe(£)-invariance of Kr and, hence, with the conformai m

Ward identity. If w is a Prym differential of Prym(p,%r(/*)) such that P(u>) ̂  0, then

no general formula for the variation 6vH,T{f)\vsVlt „ M{u) exists. This is not surprising. dp

In such case, i^s r (* i ) ( u ) ) represents a translation in Beltr(E) transverse to the action of o:i

Diffc(S). The conformai Ward identity entails no constraints on the dependence of T(fi) co

on fi in such directions. te
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From the above discussion, it appears that, on higher genus surfaces, the energy-

momentum tensor Tr(^) is invariant under the full active SL(2,C) symmetry at /t only

up to addition of elements of # 2 (£ , / i ) . The underlying reason for this anomaly is that

the operator 8 — fid - 2(d(i) appearing in the conformai Ward identity (5.58) has zero

modes on the topologically non-trivial surface E. The validity of the above claim depends

on the definition of SL(2,C) symmetry used. One may define the SL(2, C) symmetry at

/i to include only the elements of 5LieAut(/i,7Jr(/*))- The resulting restricted SL(2,C)

symmetry is nothing but SL(2, C) gauge invariance and leaves the energy momentum

tensoi invariant, as shown above.

At this point, it is appropriate to stress that there is no proof that the Polyakov action

itself is invariant under the SL(2, C) symmetry in either the full or the restricted form on

a surface of high genus, unlike what happens for the planar topology.

Several problems remain open and call for further investigation. First, one should

verify that the expression (5.3) of F(/x) resums the perturbative series yielded by renor-

malized field theory. Doing this is certainly going to be arduous. Infact, this involves on

one hand the expansion of T(fi), as given by (5.3), in a formal power series in the BeI-

trami differential /Lt and the correct identification of the distributional kernels (Tr(I) • • •

Tr(n)} involved at n-th order in p in the expansion and, on the other, the elaboration of

Feynman's algorithm for any given model and the calculation of the renormalized n point

connected Green functions (T(I) ••• T(n)} of the energy-momentum tensor operator T.

One expects that (Tr(I) • • • Tr(n)) = (T(I) • • • T(n)} up to renormalization ambiguities.

For conformai field theories on the infinite plane, this endeavor has been initiated

in refs. [23]-[24] (see also ref. [8]). In that case, one can show that there is a unique

renormalization satisfying the conformai Ward identity (5.58) and that, in fact, (Tr(I) • • •

Tr(n)) = (T(I) • • • T(n)) exactly. This uniqueness of the renormalization does not hold for

conformai models on a compact surface without boundary. The underlying reason for this

fact is that on the plane the operator B - (id - 2(dfi) appearing in the conformai Ward

identity has no zero modes while on a genus g > 1 Riemann surface it has 3# - 3 linearly

independent zero modes. Such zero modes reflect indeed the renormalization ambiguitites

mentioned above.

Once established that the conformai Ward identity in and for itself cannot completely

determine the Polyakov action F(/*) or, equivalently, fix the renormalization ambiguities,

one has to look for further constraints. It is conceivable that these extra conditions may

come from imposing that, on a compact surface of high genus, the energy-momentum

tensor Tr(/i) is invariant under the full active SL(2,C) symmetry. The naive justification
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of this claim is based on the observation tha t , as shown above, SuKrifi) may be non-zero [Hj

precisely because the operator B — fid — 2(dft) has zero modes on a general compact [22]

surface without boundary and tha t , at the same time, those zero modes are responsible for

the renormalization ambiguities. A proof of this conjecture would amount to show that one

can add to the Polyakov action T a suitable holomorphic Diffc(E)-invariant functional $ on [13]

Beltr(E), such tha t , after such redefinition, the spaces H(fi, TCr(/*)) contain no fundamental

vectors of Beltr(E) viewed as a principal Diffc(E) bundle over Teich(E) besides those of

the form ^,w r ( (J)(^) w ^ n w m 5LieAut(^,ftr(/*)) for all /i 's. Whether this can be done [14,

consistently is an issue that should be thoroughly investigated. M 5)
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